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Gen-

declaration
to the diplomatic corps, in which he
indicated that he would retain his office until after the holding of new
elections, was praised today by the
Mexican press. The newspapers declared that his stand meets with the
approval of the Mexican people.
El Independiente, under the caption,
"Huerta is the only man capable of
solving the situation," points to the
alleged favorable attitude of Europe
and to the press criticism of President
"Wilson's policy.
EI Independiente
prints extracts
from London, Berlin, Paris and New
York newspapers and also quote parts
of the speech made by Henry Lane
Wilson at Cleveland, November 8,
when the former ambassador criticized the policy of tb.3 Washington government,
John Lind, President Wilson's personal representative here, Bald today
that he was uninformed as to the Intentions of the United States government and that, he was awaiting instructions from Washington before
taking any further step.
Quiet prevailed in the city.

eral Vietoriano Huerta's

.

well as those of the new congress.
Chairman Bacon, of the Benate foreign relations committee, who called
at the White House, said tills government would proceed cautiously, but
with the same fixed purpose.
An official statement was Issued by
Charge Algara, of the Mexican embassy, stating that on November 20, next,

"the legislative power assumed bj
President Huerta will be reinstated
and the new congress will pass on the
result of the presidential election."
"The dispatches received by Senor
"and
Algara," says the statement,
signed by Foreign Minister Moheuo, it
may be assumed, represent the attitude of President Huerta and indicate
the nuture of his reply to the inquiry
of the government of the United States
regarding his purposes in view of the
recent presidential ejections. As the
public realizes, the recent election was
Imperfect, and should the Mexican
congress so decide in its wisdom, the
government will call a new election in
constitutional form. The government
will proceed with its purpose to pacify
the nation, as the imperative condi
tion to a legal and valid election.
"The confidence is expressed by the
government that no obstacle will be
interposed to complicate the situation
or disturb the end designed of a valid
choice of president.
President Wilson, it. was learned later is giving Berious consideration to
raising the embargo on arms. In his
talks with senators he has asked their
advice particularly on that point and
has been advised by most of them to
lift the embargo.
Sends Note to EUgland.
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Washington, D. C. Nov. 10. Only
sense that the Democratic
party will be responsible for currency
legislation and therefore must direct
its progress, does President Wilson believe the currency bill will be made a
party measure. He told callers today
that he expected it would be a nonpartisan bill when completed.
Senator Hitchcock made au attack
the curtoday on the proposal
rency bill into secret caucus. He is
the one Democrat on the banking committee standing out against the administration. In a statement from th
floor, he declared he would not yield
his convictions "to meet the views of
the president." .
"I would not permit myself to be
bound by the decisions of a secret
caucus on an important matter of legislation like this,-- ' declared Senator
Hitchcock.
"I am assured by a number of senators on this side that they are equally
opposed to a secret legislative proceeding. The senate is the proper
place to discuss the bill."
Mr. Hitchcock spoke of "outside influences" brought on the committee
when its members were told the president could not accept the decision of
the majority.
"I feel that when the senate refers
to a committee an important bill of
this character, the senate is entitled
to have members of the committee
examine it carefully and vote according to their own convictions and beliefs."
Senator Kern, chairman of the Democratic caucus, replied to Senator
Hitchcock, declaring it was not. proposed to hold a binding caucus nor to
vote on the currency bill in the conference.
Senator Reed, Democrat, declared
that he believed the problem should
way.
be worked out In a
in the

n
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PRESIDENT

Nov. 10 Walter H. Page,
United States ambassador, today presented to the British foreign office another message from President Wilson,
the general effect of which is that under no circumstances, will the president recognize Provisional President
Huerta or any of his acts.
President Wilson's message is regarded here as in the nature of an
interim report not calling for a reply.
Great Britain therefore awaits a
more definite pronouncement from
President Wileon, setting forth precisely the steps he purposes to take to
enforce his policy, before sending a
formal reply.
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noon a telegram was received at the witnesses for the land company had
pendent on further development. In
British foreign office from Washington been excused from appearing before
with
discussing the Mexican situation
an outline of the policy expect- the grand jury by Silvester R. Rush,
esgiving
newspapermen the president spoke
followed by the United StateB an assistant attorney general of the
to
ed
be
pecially against representing the situaof the continuance . of United States.
event
in
the
tion as more serious than it really was.
The president pointed out that sensa- Provisional President Huerta's prestional reports embarrassed the task of ent attitude.
THE DAY IN CONGRESS
Complete reticence was observed by
the administration, especially when
office as to
the
officials
of
the
foreign
the reports were in advance of those
Senate.
the contents of the dispatch.
made by the administration.
Met at noon.
The message from President Wilson
The first squadron, four troops of the
Passed resolution to investigate
fifteenth cavalry, commanded by Col. to the British office was delivered verbwhether new tariff completely exJoseph Garrard, left Fort Myer. Va., ally.
cludes convict made goods.
Legislators Join Rebels.
today by train for Fort Bliss, Texas,
10. The
Senator Hitchcock denounced the
Mexico City, Mex., Nov.
to relieve the third squadron of the
Fifth cavalry patroling the Mexican state legislature of Tamaulipas was movement to take currency bill into
dissolved today by order of the mili- Democratic caucus.
border.
House.
The movement Is in accordance with tary governor general, Antonio
Met at noon and adjourned at 12:40
None of the deputies was arorders issued a month ago. Two squadrons of the fifteenth cavalry at Fort rested. General Rabago remains the p. m. until noon Tuesday.
Sheridan, III., and Fort Leavenworth, only representative of the federal govre- HOUSE INVESTIGATION
Kansas, are to relieve the other two ernment in that state. Dispatches to
RESOLUTIONS
BLOCKED
state
that
according
ceived
here
the
on
fifth
of
the
cavalry
squadrons
border and the second cavalry Is to General Rabago, the lower house was Washington, D. C, Nov. 10. Repremost ol sentative Mosb of West Virginia today
be relieved by the tenth cavalry, now in a state of disintegration,
the members having disappeared, prob- offered a resolution to have the house
at Fort Ethan Allen, Vermont
labor committee investigate the InOrders have not yet been issued for ably to join the rebel forces.
dianapolis street car strike, but contie transfer of the second and fifth
sideration wan blocked by au objection.
cavalry to their northern and eastern X ASK
'
X
THAT THAW'S
Representatives Keating of Colostations.
WRIT BE DISMISSED. X rado and McDonald of Michigan, were
One official, familiar with the ex- X
ready with resolutions to investigate
changes with Huerta, said today that
Concord, N. H., Nor. 10. A X the Colorado coal miners' strike and
the latest representations from WashX the Calumet, Michigan, copper strike,
ington were not such as to place Pres- X motion to dismiss the habeas
ident Wilson In the attitude of having X corpus proceeding instituted by X but adjournment Intervened.
said the last word If Huerta cared to X counsel for Harry K. Thaw filed X
in the XTnited States court to- - X 280 YEAR PRISON
abdicate.
SENTENCE SET ASIDE.
day by Bernard Jacobs, one of X
It was said that the language of the
last representations did not directly X the legal representatives of the X Washington, D. C, Nov. 10. The
X 280 year prison sentence imposed on
call on Huerta to resign, but made X state of New York.
clear that if he had the good of Mexico X No reason for the desired ac-- X C. M. Summers, president of the First
at heart and really desired that some X tion accompanied the motion. It X National bank of Juneau, Alaska, for
government In Mexico City be recog- X is expected that a preliminary X misapplication of funds, was set aside
nized by the United States, he would X hearing will be held here early X today by the supreme court
X next week, at which arrange- - X The indictment charged 56 offenses
retire from the situation.
under- X ments will be made for consider- - X and trial court Sentenced him to five
The communication Is
stood to have communicated that if X Ing the whole habeas corpus mat-- X years on each. The supreme court
X held that only one count should have
Huerta remained in power tne United X ter.
been Included in the indictment
States would repudiate all his acts as
London,
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IF MEALS

FRESH OYSTERS,
COVE OYSTERS,
OYSTER COCKTAIL SAUCE,

SWEET RED PIM1ENTOES,

WALKER'S RED HAT TOMATOES,
DYER'S BAKED BEANS,
ORTEGA'S PEELED GREEN CHILI
AND NEW COMB HONEY.

WINTER GROCERY GO.
40.

SOURS.

If what you just ate is souring on
your stomach or lies like a lump of
lead, refusing to digest, or you Deicn
gas and eructate sour, undigested
food, or have a feeling of dizziness,
heartburn, fullness, nausea, bad taste
iu mouth and stomach headache, you
can get blessed relief in five minutes.
Ask your pharmacist to show you
the formula, plainly printed on these
t
cases of Pape's Diapepsin,
then you will understand why dyspeptic troubles of all kinds must go,
and why they relieve sour,
stomachs or indigestion iu five
minutes. "Pape's Diapepsin" is harmless; tastes like candy, though each
dose will digest and prepare for as
similation into the blood all the food
Cjj you eat; besides it makes you go to
the table with a healthy appetite; but,
what will please you most, is that you
will feel that your stomach and intestines are clean and fresh, and you
will not need to resort to laxatives or
in liver pills for biliousness or

PHONE 85 MAIN.

oal

Wood

fcMDotaE?AL.E

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
COAL, ALL SIZES.

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE

Montezuma Avenue, near A.,

T- -

&

S. F.

Railroad Depot.

.

HOPE OF

THEJH'W To Heal a

WILLIAM
WILL

ALIEN

WHITE

BE NOFSIOH

A Home Method Sure to
store Flesh to Natural

SAYS THERE

....
...

Oyster Shells,
.
Meat Scraps,
Ground Charcoal,

Re-

Health.

IN

Meat, $3.50 per
$2.50 " "
. . $ .05 "
lb.
"
$ .03 "

.

Poultry and Stock FoodCom posed
of Corn, Bran, Oats and Alfalfa,

MORE THAN

I

IS A WAITING GAME
THE WRECK WILL COME.

1913.

EGG PRODUCERS
Green Cut Bone and
cwt.

Stubborn Abscess

litl lUlitlHtK

10,

GORMLEY'S

nar ruii
t IT L

ff( AC

I

v pCT

)

GENERAL STORE

PHONE 19

"W

.

fifty-cen-

I

CAPITAL COAL YARD

NO

Pape's Diapepsin" ends Indigestion.
Gas, Dyspepsia and Stomach Misery in five minutes.

WILL PLEASE YOU

THESE--THE- Y

HIT BACK
AND STOMACH

NOVEMBER

MONDAY,

10.
W. A.
Emporia, Kans., Nov.
White, Progressive national commit
teeman, declares that there will be no
fusion with the Republicans in Kansas.
He, as national representative of the
party, is making arrangements to put
out a full ticket in Kansas with no
flcrs arc some very valnnblo foots for all
compromise and no fusion.
viio have any blood trouble witb external
Commenting on tne .ovemuer
r
tions, he offers no hope to the get to-- : f
JJJJ
With ,,- protective scabs.
gether element of his party.
Keep it clean and
If It is a stubborn ease, flu.su
White are Stubbs, Jackson, Allen, Mur-- ! h inclagod.
S.
blood
S.
8.
with
Tills famous
'"'
:.
dock and probably Bnstow.
,,,,,,
Aml Tu
pmiRor works wond(,rs.
Mr.
a
of
White
blood
the
Rive
elections,
good,
your
easily
thorough
Speaking

'(LIGHT

eiec-inure-

jd

i

J"

N THESE DAYS OF MODERN

METH

'r:-.:- i

clumslnc by using 8. 8. 8. Tberc is no
i"Ttl for anvone to be despondent over tbe
;
"The elections in Massachusetts and
Xo matter
,,,,ss of blonA impurities.
In
are
Xew
elections
since
the
first
.lersev
badly tnoy attack the system or how
This city will have many "Pape's
"7
entire
in
which
last
the
election
year,
'"''if
Diapepsin" cranks, as some people will,
call them, but you will be enthusias-- 1 state tickets have been elected, !Uid stimulates the cellular tissues tbruuRhout
the
selects its own essential
body thntae
in
made
these states
by
tic about this splendid stomach prep- the Bhowing
aration, too, if you ever take it forithe Progressives indicates that they
fa to got a bottle of S. S S
sour-ihav- e
as much strength as the Kepnb- If your abscess Is of such a nature
Indigestion, gases, heartburn,
" you woutu line to consult a specialist,
ness, dyspepsia or any stomach mis- licans, and probablv more strength as write
to the medical department, The Swift
B national
party than the Repub.lcaus Spfl.iflc
ery.
., 2li SwiIt Laboratory, Atlanta,
Get some now, this minute, and rid have. In Michigan, where last spring (la.
yourself of stomach trouble and Indi- the Progressives polled a good vote,'
.but ran third, there were some state hare been Imposed upon by havinit some
gestion in five minutes.
mixture palmed off on them. Ask
university recents and minor state of- - mineral
S. and Insist tbat 8. S. 8. Is
for R.
'fleers to be elected. The Republicans what youS. propose
to get.
DEEDS TO
there nominated good men running for'

Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- era home and why all this light ? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant, spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that Is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.
ODS,

savg.

TZaZttVT
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rfTtrSl
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ACRES ARE GIVEN

DENVER

THE

& RIO

MISSOURI-PACIF-

GRANDE

RAILROAD

RAILWAY

IC

CO.

CO.

1

ST. LOUIS, IRON MOUNTAIN
RAILWAY
(WESTERN PACIFIC

Cfl."CS

& SOUTHERN
CO.

SHORTEST LINE TO

DriWER, COLORADO SPRINGS and PUEBLO,
Where Direct Connections are Made
FOR ALL EASTERN

AND SOUTHERN

POINTS

TRAVELERS TO THE EAST
will find every want anticipated in the modern hljth-claservice provided by the through sleeping car routes to St.
Louis over the Missouri-Pacific-Iro- n
Mountain.
ss

To Salt Lake City and Pacific Coast
n
Denver & Rio
e
Pacific Rail
Royal
River Route, acknowledged to be the Scenic
of all America.

THROUGH LI NE Points

Grande-Wester-

wav-Th-

Gorge-Feath-

Line

er

fAK

LAt-LLLLN-

FOR INFORMATION

i

a second term, and they should have
received the fine vote they received viauaI sifts from Senators it has now
en decided to give a combination
!ln Maine and in Illinois and in West
10.
State
as the House members are
Deming, X. M., Nov.
Present
one
be
to
was
office
Land Commissioner Robert P. Krvien Virginia only
Senator Martine, of Xew Jersey,
and the Democrats won. But
acres
:J50
issued deeds Thursday for
here In these two states, Xew Jersey ;llaa bee made Chairman of a commit
of land for the Mimbres Valley Al- nnd Massachusetts, full state tickets ,ee t0 select the gift.
falfa Farms company, and stated that were before the
people and the Pro-the wells covering the land produce
held a splendid second place ;DOGS KILL 200 CALHOUN
gressives
according to the tests made by the in the outcome. The Progressives are
SHEEP IN ONE NIGHT.
state engineer's department of more more than satisfied. They are happy!
than a half an acre foot of water In
"There will be no fusion, no getting
Albion, Mich., Nov. 10.Albert C.
excess of what the state requires.
The Progressive party i Behling was awakened by dogs barkThis guarantees that there is an together.
here to stay. In Kansas we are ma!; ing in his sheep pasture.
abundance of water to irrigate the
When daylight came he found nearing arrangements to put out a full
were
tract for which deeds
issued and ticket.
the Republicans care to put ly 200 sheep of his flock lying dead in
If
have an abundance to spare. A new out a third ticket and
keep the Demo- a ditch with dogs worrying the re
well that has just been brought in crats in
that is" no serious con mainder of the flock.
power,
shows up 1(100 gallons per minute, and cern of the
He killed one dog. The authorities
Progressives. It is not the
will be approved by the state engineer
who are clamoring for of- hope to locate the owners and place
Progressives
in the course of two days. The wells
fices, who are pleading for harmon", the responsibility on them. The loss
now completed will probably allow The
Progressives propose to mainta'n was $750, and is the. greatest ever
deeds to be issued for at. least 1500 their organization. They did not vote sustained here at any one time
acres more. In this connection it is
dogs.
directly for the Democrats last year, through
well to note that another
group of and they do not care to agouize over
from
Iowa
and the fact that the Democrats In Kansas
Ohio, Illinois,
buyers
Minnesota are looking at the property who were elected by the direct votes
CHICHESTER I1KAND. A
today, and all will probably become of the standpatters last year shall
Ladles! Ask your DraMlm for
residents of the valley as they are be kept In power by the Indirect votes
IMIU
Kd and Uolal mt:lll7
very much pleased with the condi- of these same standpatters next year.
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.
Take no olber. Bur at tmv
tions.
"We may as well be entirely frank.
prucfflst. AskfnrCiri.ClfKS.TERS'
iiiiAnu srllfL! ror V
The Deining high school football This is a waiting game. So long as
years known as Best, Safest, Always R eliibl
team left today for Clifton, where the Democratic party continues under
SOLD B Y flRI IGG!ST
(I'BMiuiBi
they will meet the high school team its present progressive leadership
no
is
there
chance
the
for
and yiey .confidently believe they will
Progressives
'SI'S.
get even with them for the game re- and so far as that goes, we don't care
offices
Democrats
while
for the
the
cently played in this city.
John Seifert and family, of Hurley, carry out the principles or the Proplatform. On the other hand,
jare visiting Deniiug friends for a few gressive
when the Democratic patronage gives
days.
leaderout, probably the progressive
There is no mistaking the fact that
THE SANITARY
of the Democratic parly will begin
the El
road race had a ship
to crumble. The Democratic standpat
splendid effect upon the interest in ters will begin to appear. Then when
SHORT OBDERBESTflDRflUT
the Borderland route. There has been the
progressive leadership of the Dem
interest all along the Hue of the jocracy
REGULAR MEALS.
the Pr0BregBlve
fa)lg
party
luu.e am, .miners are uere ana iiierewm be ,
t0 offer a decent
position
Open Day and
touching up the roads on their ownjhome t0 tne progressive Democrats.
account to encourage better roads.
Best Equipped, Most Modern.
That may be next year. It may be
The Luna county road board has a big the year after; it
may be in 1916, or it
Special Dinner Parties.
jttactor at work continously building may be in 1920. It will take time to
country roads and improving them. wreck the Democratic party on the
Road supervisors have been appoint- SEme rock of
1
ROMULO LOPEZ, PROP.
standpatism on which
ed all over the county, and are giving the
Republicans went to pieces.
NEW MEXICO,
SANTA FE, - the matter much better attention. A
(J
'But surely the wreck will come. In rs)
number of the racing cars have pass- the meantime
the Progressive party in
ed through Deming on the return trip
this state and nation proposes to keep
and the drivers all seem in splendid
up its organization; to win here a man (uwijTriAruxrLruinjinnArijiaruimnjip
3
and there a man; to support in con
",
gress or in the legislature, but not at
-- mu... ..
mm:..
uuJCu oi
tne poIlBi any fiepubiican or Derri0.
lavorauie comment, ana UKewise tne crat governor president or lawmaker,
and
fortitude displayed by who stands by the'
courage
princirloa of the
Roy Hagerman who ran into the wire Progressive platform."
fence and had his face sewed up and
went on to Phoenix. The automobile
spirit in Deming is very Blrong, and THE PRINCIPALS
many new cars are being purchased.
AT THE WEDDING
A number of Deming fans attended
OF MISS JESSIE
the White Sox and Giants game in EI
Paso.
Contractor Daley, of Raton, a brothWashington, Nov. 10. Announceer of Prof. S. J. Daley, of the high ment was made at the White House
school faculty, has arrived in the city that 'Miss Margaret Wilson, eldest
for permanent residence.
daughter of the President, would be
Mrs. Clyde Earl Ely is entertaining maid of honor at the wedding of her
her father, F. H, McMahan, a promi- sister, Miss Jessie WMlson, to Francis
nent stock man and farmer of Fair- - B. Sayre, on November 25, at the
THE REAL ARTICLE!
White House.
view, Kan.
will
The bridesmaids
be Miss
It. M. Jacobs, of San Simon, Ariz.,
NO COMPOUND!
and Chas. D. Ford, of San Francisco, Eleanor Randolph Wilson, the young
and J. W. Sievwright, of Elderoy, est daughter of the President; Miss
ALSO
Wis., are investigating conditions in Mary G. White of Baltimore, a college
friend of Miss Jessie Wilson; Miss
the Mimbres valley.
Adeline Mitchell Scott, the daughter
A full
of
ot Prof. 'William Scott, of Princeton,
"AND THIS IS FATE!"
Shamokin, Penn., Nov. 10. Martin and Miss Marjorie Brown, a daughter
Maple
Moran, a survivor of the Titanic dis of Mrs. Wilson's cousin, Colonel E. T.
aster, was killed by a rush of coaJ at Brown, of Atlanta. Ga.
Dr. Wilfred T. Grenfell, with whom
Natalia Colliery. He was employed
Cane
as a sailor on the big liner, and w hen Mr. Sayre was associated as a mission
she went down he jumped into the Worker In Labrador, is to be the best
on
ocean, swam to a boat and was saved man.
The ushers will be Benjamin D. BurDelicious Cakes
ton of New York, who graduated in
BEWARE OF OINTMENTS
I
1H12 from
Williams College; Dr.
FOR CATARRH THAT
ScovUl
of
with
Clark,
Salem, Mass.,
CONTAIN MERCURY
as mercury will surely destroy the whom Mr. Sayre did mission work in
Northern
Newfoundland; Dr. Gilbert
sense of smell and completely derange
the whole system when entering it Horax, of Montclair, N. J., a classmate
through the mucous surfaces. Such of Mr. Sayre at Williams Colege in
HOME-MADarticles should never be used except 1909, and now at the Johns Hopkins
BREAD,
on prescriptions from reputable physi- Medical School, and Charles EvanB
cians, as the damage they will do is Hughes, Jr., a sou of Justice Hughes,
PASTRY, CAKES, ETC.,
ten fold to the good you can possibly tt the Supreme Court, and a classHall's Catarrh mate of Mr. Sayre at Harvard Law
derive from them.
are handled exclusively by us
Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney School.
Rev. Sylvester W. Beach, pastor of
& Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury,
Church at
and is taken internally, acting directly the First Presbyterian
GET THE HABIT!
upon the blood and mucous surfaces 'Princeton, which the WUson family
In buying Hall's has attended for years will perform
of tbe system.
Catarrh Cure be sure you get the the ceremony.
genuine. It is taken Internally and Already the wedding gifts have be
made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney gun to pour into the White House, al
& Co., Testimonial free.
though the invitations have not been
Sold by druggists. Price 75c per sent out. Many of these, however,
are from Btrangers. and will be
hottle.
Take Hall's Family Pills for const!- - promptly returned with a polite note
pf declination and thanks of the in- jiatlon.
nnruinfuinnnnnniuuvuvMt

AS TO RATES, ETC., CALL ON

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A..
244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

N. M.

POWER
N

isS.

Majestic Cafe j

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAl DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

C. L. POLLARD,

HUGHES,

President.

J. CRICHTON,
Manager & Treasurer.

Secretary.

Lumber and Transfer Co.
(INCORPORATED)

HEADQUARTERS rOR
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

AGENTS The FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
GENERAL

TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

NEW MEXICO

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of tbe Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.

ill

Located in the beautiful Peoot
Vsl!ey,I,700teetabove sea level,
uDShine every day. Open air
work throughout the entire sea-ioConditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such aa cannot be found
elaewhere In America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern in every respect.
Begents

Li

f

f

Next Door to Postoffice.

E. A. CAHOUN, President.
t
J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. FOB, Secretary.
W. A. FINLAY.
r Far particular and illustrated cata-eguaddress,

COL.JAS.W.WILLS0N,Supt.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer.

NEW YORK

BUCKWHEAT

line Pure
Syrup
and
Syrup to spread
the

Prompt Attention and the Best
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

of

Telephone 9 W

104 DON QASPER ST.

ASK FOR

FRESH

FLOUR

US? Your Business Solicited.'
Phone 100 and J5 W.

Night.

Day or Night Phone, I JO Main.

:

66-6-

I

LA.

--

ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

sheep-killin-

S PILLS

IS QUITE SO CONVEN
IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
Iron ready to use, your toasted

FREIGHT

TIGKETS--SHIPYQ- UR

FROM SANTA FE
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and all points in
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific

Coast, via NEW

to Torrance thence.

MEXICO CENTRAL

The

East
or

yY

Best
Route

B8HMB8B

and Full Information, Address
G. F. & P. Agt., El Paso, Texas.

For Rate
EUGENE FOX,

it makes

WARNER'S
E

THE

We in

NEW MEXICAN PBINTING
.Local Agents lor

CO.

"Elastic" Bookcase
and Desk combined.

jivppg

'

Desk Unit with few w
many Book Units as desired.
The only perfect combination
and bookcase evet made
Roomy, convenient, attrac-live. Ve want to show yo
id advantigea and posti- bilitses. Cifl, write ot pbcot
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HEWET1, DISTRUSTED BY SCIENTISTS,
IS LA UDED BY SANTA FE CLUB WOMEN

cient director of same.
(Signed)
AIIIS. JACOB WELTMER,
Chairman.
MRS K. B. PATTERSON,

REPRESENTATIVES OF

2,500,000 TOILERS OPEN A.
AT SEATTLE

CONVENTION

W. I.. KEGEL.
Mrs. Collins Denies Rumor.
The rumor that the Santa Fe Wom- ,'an's Club authorized a committee to
iwire certain officers of the Archaeological Institute of America that "the
attack on Mr. E. L .Hewett was not
backed by any considerable portion of
!the citizens of Santa Fe or New Mex- - j
!ico" was flatly denied this afternoon by;
Mrs. Lorin C. Collins, president of the;
'club. "I have no rememberance of'
1 he
club taking any such action," Bnid
was
Mrs. Collins, "because nothing
.MRS.

TO-DA-

F. OF

L

Y.

commerce slated publicly liis position
THK l.MVERSITY Ml'SECM,
Expressing confidence in Mr. Edgar
and declared that .Mr. Hewett is not
L. Hewett as "an efficient director" of
Philadelphia.
1913.
5,
November
bringing real students here to study
the School of American Archaeology,
archaeology and added that the school
were
at
who
the
present
the members
iDeai, gh,.
a new director If Santa Fe is to
latest meeting of the Santa Fe Worn-- 1 , llaVV01lr letter ot 0ctober 27th, needs
benefit from having it here.
any
get
to
wilh
decided
club
en's
disagree
the; pli(.losiMg c,Ipplngg from THE NEW This view of Mr. llewett's
alleged in'.MEXICAN1
which contains statements capacity as a director of the school
great scientists of this country.
It was Professor Dorsoy, of the from Professors Dixon, Tozzer, Boas was brought before scientists who
l" 1
and they have been
ought to know
University of Chicago, who declared ;and uorBey wlm
TTltfJH 1
,
..
,
.,
,.,!inCnla r,(
" " T. HpiVptt.
1
"
CK 1
y
in print that be regards it a tremen- "y X"U
i
lask me for an expression f or opinion fi,i,,
gi
'
.'
said at the club meeting concerning
dous mistake to lei Hewett direct regarding Mr. Hewett's fitness to be ifwipg p
.. r
i
i.mnii:
the attack made on lr. Hewett. The
the School of Archaeology.
Other head of the School of American
with, these
tlBagreeg
una-scientists including Dixon and Tozzer
founded by the Arehaeologi- - ,is(g go do some ladies of Santa Fe. club did pass some resolutions
reschool
be
the
that
of Harvard, I3oas of Columbus, God-dar- d cal Institute of America at Santa Fe.
asking
nimdusly.
.
-,
r
rinf. tained here and
J'MllJUUBB ItllltlJns i,nan;
confidence
punt
and Spinden of the American
expressing
As I am not a member of the Arena- ed. Here follow the resolutions una- Mr. Hewett as its director."
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as follows;

AMERICAN GENERALS WHO WILL
GEN. BLISS

TROOPS

COMMAND

THE ZACHARY TAYLOR OF TODAY. OLD BORDER GUARD
MAY BE FIRST TOI
CROSS THE LINE

IF WE

MEXICO.

INVADE

GEN. CARTER THE WINFIELDISCOTT OF TODAY

HERE'S A BOOSTER
FOR NEW MEXICO
is good enough for
Dunninir. of Stanley,
in a remarkable letter sent the New
elseMexican, telling of conditions
where. It is an old proverb that "dis-

"New Mexico

....

If the order

for

comes

Brig. Gen. Hugh L. Scott, commander
of the border patrol at El Paso, will
lead his troops across the Rio Grande.

General Scott has fought along the
borders for years and has held his
command in readiness for the "Forward, march!" signal.

HOTEL ARRIUALS.
Montezuma.
H. L. Herring, Roswell.

Brig. Gen. Tasker H. Bliss, Who Will Command the American Troop
That Will Cross Mexico's Northern Border if War Does Come, Just As Gen.
Zachary Taylor Did When He Crossed the Rio Grande May 18, 1846.
There Isn't a more versatile man,
nor one who has handled such a
varied lot of business during his career In the army than Brigadier General Tasker Howard Bliss, commanding officer of the cavalry division of
the army and the most likely candidate for command of the troops that
will cross the Rio Grande in the event
of war. His headquarters are at Fort
6am Houston, San Antonio, Texas.
At present the ranking brigadier in
the United States, General Funston
being the only one of that grade who
outranks him,, he has command of the
most important of the several divisions into which the army has recently
been organized. He was selected for
it, like he has been selected for a host
of other things, because he was especially fitted for the Job.
General Bliss has been a collector
of customs, an organizer of civil government, an administrator of civil government, president of the Army War
college and so many other things that

a long list would be required to enumerate them. He put Cuba on a sound
financial basis by running her fiscal

affairs for

two

years

immediately

after the Spanish war. General Bliss
started out to be an artillery officer

when he came from West Poiut iu
1875, but he hadn't served long in his
chosen branch when he was gobbled
up by the staff and since then he has
been doing almost everything. Everything he has done has been accompanied by unusual results. That's the
Bliss way.
The last time he served in the
Philippines General Bliss was in command of the department of Mindanao.
That name doesn't signify much to the
lay reader, but it means that he was in
charge of some 300,000 fanatical
Moros not only as commander of the troops, but as civil governor.
He knows the Spanish character
about as well as any man in the army
and will make a corking fine commanding officer in Mexico.

n

Adelaido Martinez, Vallecito.
W. A. Davis, Clovis.
J. M. Harlan, Albuquerque.
Grover Divind, Albuquerque.
Miss M. Heleher, Albuquerque.
Miss E. Keber, Albuquerque.
Phil. Lucius, Toulon, 111.
C. Stebbins, Toulon, 111.
Jesse I Nusbaum, City.
O. A. Larrozola, Las Vegas.
B. F. Martin, Cerrillos.
Wm. Gregg, City.
Fred Gregg, City.
Lorene Gregg, City
Mrs. Wm. Gregg, City.
Alex Street, Tucumcari.
A. H. Wilde, Albuquerque.
J. W. Roberts, Albuquerque.
A. O. Hall, Chicago.
S. S. Griswold. Bobton.
I. F. Sharon, Oklahoma City.
A. P. Farmington, Raton.
John L. Zimmerman, Albuquerque.
T. W. Medley, Mp.gdalena.
Jas. W. Medley, Magdalena.
J. H. Grinis, Omaha, Neb.
G. O.

Owsley, Magdalena.
J. R Johnson, Albuquerque
E. W. Dewel, Alamosa.
A. B. McMillen, Albuquerque.
P .3. Kelly, Denver
Guy C. Sparks, EI Paso.
I
landen, Trinidad.
Gregg, Denver.
Mrs. J. M. Terry, Estancia.
W. R. Hepner, Las Vegas.
W. R- - Brown, El Paso.
J. E. Danow and wife, Lincoln,

letter:

Hot Springs, Ark., Nov. 5, 1913.
Editor New Mexican:
After a journey covering about 1500
miles I shall be glad to return to the
"Sunshine State." Our climate cannot be discounted. Our natural
riffpr ns niiinv and more in
ducements to the experienced man
than can be found In any of tne greatly bragged up states. What we need
is men who can take hold of the Estancia valley and develop its natural
resources. Nowhere through Colorado, Kansas, Iowa, Misosuri or Arkansas did I find native grass that
could be compared in feeding value
with our gramma grass. In Arkansas
the natives say it is so difficult to
make ends meet that they are commeat
pelled to forego the. eating ot
at all. They all look hungry.
And water was at a premium all
through the summer in all these
states. The poor man has no show
either. Rents are being raised all
through this district. Labor is poorly
paid and jobs are few and everywhere cattle are poor and people
crowded to get enough to eat. The
distress in the cities is apparent on
every hand as the prices of food stuffs
are as high or higher everywhere than
sure
they are at Santa Fe and they
are out of sight there. New Mexico is
good enough for me. At an
store at Topeka, Kan.. I paid 20 cents
a dozen for dry buns to make sand-w- i
hes of.
Respectfully.

L. SCOTT.

invasion

v

tance lends enchantment to the view."
Now Mr. Dunning breaks the delusion
of advantages in other states in the
following

BRIG. GEN. HUGH

r

M. V. DUNNING.

Carter, Who if War Comes,

Mai. Gen. William
Campaign Against Mexico City, Starting
Scott March 9, 1847.
H.

An undersized,
slight youngster
with a Mississippi accent and a tre
mendous lot of enthusiasm, General
Carter joined the Cth cavalry in '74,
when that regiment had a lot or un
pleasant controversies on its hands
with Indians.
He had already served a year as a
second lieutenant of infantry, after being graduated from West Point in
1870.
But he felt he was a cavalry
man and hadn t been long wun mat
branch of the service before he proved
it to the satisfaction of the men witn
whom he served.
A little gold medal he wears at his
throat when in full dress uniform
shows that he proved it to the satisfaction of the people also, for Gen
eral Carter is one of that very small
class of soldiers known as medal of
honor men a class much smaller
than the group in the British army
that wears the coveted bronze Vic
toria Cross smaller because the con
gressional medal of honor is harder

eb. to win.

,

Command
From Vera Cruz As Did Gen.
Will

the
Win-fiel-

d

General Carter has probably had a
wider experience than most of his fellow soldiers. He saw the hardest
kind of service during the earlier days
of his soldiering, and has been a most
busy man lately.
He is the only officer on the active
list of the army today who has act- ually commanded a division of troops
in the field, for it was he who was
selected to take charge of the great
maneuver camp established in Texas
two years ago and it was his ability
that made for the success of the large
undertaking of gathering together a
real tactical division of troops during
time of peace.
He has been one of the mainstays
of the general staff, has commanded
departments in this country and the
Philippines and is rated as a man who
can do anything he is called upon to
do simply because he has never yet
failed in anything that was asked of
him. He commands the Second division of the nawly organized army,
with his headquarters at Texas City,
near Galveston.

DEPT.'S
AGRICULTURE
NOVEMBER CROP REPORT.
Washington, D. C, Nov. 10. The antoday
partment of agriculture
nounced the November crop report as
follows:
Corn Production, 2.463.017 bushels; average yield, 23.0 bushels; average farm price, 70.7 cents a bushel;
quality, 95.8 per cent. Corn on farms,
1912 crop, on November 1, 137,972,000
bushels.
Buckwheat Production, 1 4.455.OO0:
yield, 17.2; price, 75.5; quality, 95.5.
328,550,000;
Potatoes Production,
yield, 89.2; price, C9.G; quality. 99.3.
Production,
Sweet potatoes
; qualyield, 95.0; price
ity, 99.4.
Flax seed Production, 19,234,000;
yield, 7.9: price, 11S.7; quality, 101.8.
Tobacco
Production, 903.785,000
pounds; yield, 789.8; quality. 97.4.
Wheat Price 77.0; weight measured bushel, 5S.6.
Oats Price, 37.9; weight, 32.1.
Barley Price, 54.7; weight, 4(1.5.
Rye Price, C3.2.
Hay Price, $12.26.
The total yield of various crops ex-de-
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BAKING

Better cookies, cake

and biscuits, too. All
as light,, fluffy, tender!
and delicious as mother used
to bake. And just as whole
some. For purer Baking Powder than Calumet cannot be had,
at any price.
Ask your grocer.'
RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS
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TEN STATES. Mexican, the paper that boosts all
supreme court.
the time and works for the upbuild(Continued From Page One.)
ing of our new Star,
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Payne-Aldric-

EASTERN
RAILROADS'
WAGE DISPUTE SETTLED. the Grand Trunk railroad at Wan-steaWork for tne New Mexican,
Ontario, near Snrnia, when
New York, Nov. 10
The arbitra-York- ,
working for you, tor Santa Fe
1 collided with an
No.
train
in
engine
but his possession of the title j tors who will settle the wage disputes
a
snowstorm. At least two the new state.
naturally makes him a strong favorite of the eastern railroads and 73,000 of blinding
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to
said
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have
been
over
conductors and
finished
local man.
j

the

trainmen,
their work today and announced that traimnen.
Was Record Breaker.
a decision would not be made public
SPENCER WILL TRY
WITH
Detroit, Jlich., Nov. 10. The dis- AN INSANITY PLEA. until tonight. No intimation was giv-astrous blizzard which swept llich- Chicago, HI., Nov. 10. Insanity is en of what the award would be. From
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on' trial before Judge Slusser
placed
j
..,fW:
have been reported on the lakes, but
(Copyright, 1913, by the Newspaper
at Wheaton, 111., today for the mur- SULZER STILL THINKS
the property damage on shore has
HE IS LEGAL GOVERNOR.
i Enterprise Association!.
der of Jlrs. Mildred
Nov. 10. William reached many thousands of dollars.
N. Y
2fi.
at
'
'
Albany,
Wayne,
D.
Sept.
B.
REED,
UU.
By
and transportation com"The prisoner,' who first confessed Sulzer, asserts he is still governor of Telegraph
panies' Buffered greatly. Reports from
to a score of murders, in Chicago and New York, it developed today.
(Professor of Physical Culture in the
lake cities indicated that the gale was
Vnivorsltv )f 'llicaKO.)
In a letter to the state .treasurer
vicinity, now admits having killed
the most severe November blow In
demand-i
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he
Mrs.
i'nd
Rexroat
state
and
the
others.
comptroller,
only
many years.
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of
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the
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for
with
violence
court
full
acted
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salary
The United States light ship in
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to
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blanket of snow, ranging from 20
pected to occupy only a short time. AMERICAN SUFFRAGETTE
EXERCISE 6.
inches at points along Lake Erie to
SERIOUSLY HURT IN RIOT.
eight inches in the Ohio river section,
From the position of Figure 10 jump
NEW LORD MAYOR OF
Emer10
Miss Zelie
London, Nov.
this state continued today to struggle
quickly to that of Figure 11, keeping
LONDON INSTALLED.
son, the American suffragette of Jack- with the blizzard which set in
early
the elbows straight and bringing the
t son,
London, Nov, 10. Sir T. Van
Michigan, is lying seriously in yesterday.
arms forward and downward. Note that
Crippled transportation
was
of the brain, the re- - facilities in all
installed
lord
concussion
from
Bowater,
today
in Figure 10 the feet are together and j
parts of the state
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that
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Baths
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stances. Cleveland was cut off prac
Figure 11 the feet are well apart. Re-icustom demands. The oath was ad don.
'
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the
by
and repeat ten or fifteen times at first.
graph and traction facilities were eon-- !
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TO
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cerned.
The vigor of this exercise is more iin- The lord mayor's show was a re
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400
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show
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'
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bank today signed a contract Akron lnce yesterday afternoon, aud
EXERCISE 7.
j
(Time" and included a number ol for a loan" to the Chinese government local street railway and 'interurban
From the position of Figure 12, with
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aud sailors in the uniforms of of $30,000,000.
eral Erie passenger trains are tied up
handsi and toes, bring the feet for-- !
the period of Waterloo and Trafalgar.
.!
ward iwith a jump (both feet at. the
a in the yards at Akron and have no immediate prospect of getting out.
same 'time) to the position of Figure
NSOLVENT CORPORATIONS
little
Another Storm Coming. .
13, with the feet apart and the knees
NOT
TAXED SAYS COURT.
outside the arms. Return to the first
Chicago, 111., Nov. 10. At the local
It Is weather bureau it was said the storm,
Work for the New Mexican..
Washington, 1). C, Nov. 10 Receiv-- .
position with a jump and repeat, keepers of insolvent corporations are not working tor you, for Santa Fe and which started in British Columbia last j
This
ing the head up all the time.
required to pay the corporation tn the new Btate.
furnishes a fourth strong abdominal
Wednesday, Is temporarily over so far
exercise and involves, legs, back,
as the middle west is concerned, but
another one, not quite so vigorous
shoulders, arms and neck, as well. Tt
from the same quarter is due here
may be repeated ten or fifteen times
'
at first.
next Wednesday.
EXERCISE 8.
Official inspection here this afterFEMININE POLO FAN MARRIES VICTOR OF BRITISH POLO PLAYERS
This is designed to be a fast but
noon disclosed that the storm damage
somewhat less hard exercises than the
along the lake front will be at least
preceding and begins the diminuendo
$500,000.
toward the end of the session.
Everything Tied Up.
From the natural standing position
Bpffalo, N. Y., Nov. 10. The storm
with the arms at the sides, fling the
continued with unabated fury into the
arms sfdewfse and upwards, at the
afternoon. Snow drifted from two to
same .time spreading the feet with a
nve reet deep, completely tlemg up
so
of
the
that
position
Figure
Jump
suburban. car lines. The wind reached
4 Is assumed. Return to the first posia velocity of 73 miles an hour.
tion and repeat twenty times.
Conditions on the trunk lines west
of Buffalo grew worse as the day adEXERCISE 9.
vanced. One Lake Shore train arrived
From the ordinary Btanding position,
from Cleveland at 9 o'clock, 10 hours
with the arms at the sides, raise the
overdue. The tie-uof telegraph and
arms sidewise and upwards at. the
same time rising on the toes and Intelephone lines all along the south
shore of Lake Erie is complete.
;
haling deeply until the position of
rure 10 Is reached. Hold this for an
DR. REED'S THIRD PHYSICAL CULTURE
LESSON
PICTURES
tant and return slowly to the first POSED BY J ,H. NICHOLS, G.YMNAS 1U11 INSTRUCTOR
OF THE CHIiltion, exhaling as the arms de CAGO UNIVERSITY
ind. Repeat slowly about fifteen
. v
and can be suggested, but they will ly light for almost anyone who can
les, reaching high toward the
New Mexican Want Ads. always
breathing as deeply as pos- provide ten or fifteen minutes' work take exercise at all. They are also
sible during the first part of the exer- which can be made sufficiently vigor- - grouped in a good order, for use and
bring results. Try it.
cise.
ous for a strong and active man if each variety can be given, if desired, by
Of course, these particular exercises movement is made as hard as pos-- ; different combinations even if the
are not especially new nor are they
and repeated a considerable num.-- ; sitions are limited to those which have
better than others which have been ber of times or can be made sufficient- - been described.

THEIR

WORK

EXERCISE

j

HANDS.

a
and

For quick results,
little "WANT."

,

Are You a Woman?

AUison-Rexroa-

'

Cardu I

Take

J

The Woman's Tonic

I

Sit-tar-

FOR SALE

AT ALL

DRUGGISTS
F4

j

j

WEBSTER'S
NEW

,

INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY

Chino-Fi'enc- h

For quick results,

"WANT."

j

j

j

PRIDE OF POLO HERE.

THE MERRIAr WEBSTER
The OnlyJfew unabridged dic-

tionary in manyyears.

Contains the pith and essence
of an authoritative library.
Covers every field of knowl- . edge, .An Encyclopedia in a
single book.
The Only Dictionary with the
New Vivified Page.
2700 Pages.
400,000 Words.
60C0 Illustrations. Cost nearly
a
half million dollars.
Let us tell you about thi.3 most
remarkable single volume.

!.!

---

Wnto for sample

full par
ticulars, etc
Numo this
paper and

pacs,

we will
send free

a set cf

Pooket
Slaps

.,

For quick results,
little "WANT."-

ELKS' THEATRE

ceil-an- d

e

Superb
Chocolates

FROM
OR

RUNNING

A

FIDDLER

A

SHOESTRING INTO

TO A
A

QUARTER

TURF
OF

""A

KING,
"MILLION

DOLLARS.

wisely or was just naturally lucky is
hard to say, but he began winning and
soon had money enough to "cut in"
with the bookmakers at the Oakland
track.
Fortune continued to smile upon
the
and he began to accumulate a stable of his own, which
was soon rated with the best In the
west. He went east and continued to
buy horses and to win races.
One of Yanke's charges Is the famous filly,
now
retired, to be mated with "Uncle,"
sire of "Old Rosebud," "Miss Edith,"
"Little Nephew'1 and other cracks
which have been sweeping the coun
division.
try clean in the
A year ago Yanke engaged Charley
Borel to ride for him, and today Borel
is the best jockey in the land.
While fortune has favored him
Yanke has never lost his love for his
old violin and often entertains the
hangers on at Latonia.
Every day or so at the track a request for a selection comes to the director of the band, and it usually carries Yanke's signature.

--- N
.

1

if 1J&m&

people

Mrs. Devereaux Milburn leaving t he church at Westbury, L. I., after her
marriage to Devereaix Milburn. Mrs. Milburn was the farmer . Nancy G.
Steele, of New York, and was one of t he most enthusiastic followers of the
International Polo games last June, when Milburn's wonderful playing made
him a hero. It was in Milburn's Father's home in Buffalo that the late
President McKinley died from the assassin's bullet.

will

;

HE WILL

TAKE YOU

LAUGHING

TO THE

STATION

WHO?

All other chocolates seem
just ordinary after you once
try eSiuj&t They are just
as pure and wholesome as they
are delicious. We secured the
agency for the Huyler line
knowing there is nothing- finer,
and because we know too that

"Round-the-World,- ''

Saturday, November 15th

OFFICER

666

unconsciously

THIS COP'S BEAT IS A BIG SCREAM

judge the value of our stock
by the individual lines we
We will be glad to
carry
have you judge this confectionery as soon as convenient
In packages from ioc. up.

By ALGl'STIN

MAC HUGH

JUST PURE FUN.THAT'S ALL

Price, 75c, $1.00 and $1.50
SEATS ON SALE AT ZOOK'S DRUG STORE
(H7KTA1N

AT 0 O'CLOCK.

MINOR LEAGUERS ARRIVE
FOR BASEBALL MEETING

Columbus, Ohio, Nov. 10. First
among the baseball men who arrived
today to attend the minor league meeting was a special train load of westerners, including Del Howard of the
San Francisco Club, Al Baum, presi
dent of the Pacific Coast league; Chas.
flraham, of the Sacramento club, and
A. C. Joy and "Happy" Hogan of the
Los Angeles Club.
Owner McGill, of the Denver club,
who hopes to close the deal here for
the purchase of the Indianapolis fran5V
chise, came early, accompanied by
Jack Hendrix, manager of his team.
Players Made Demands.
Auburn, N. Y., Nov. 10. Secretary
Johu T. Farrell, of the National Asso
ciation of Professional baseball leagues
left today for Columbus, Ohio, to atW. G. Yanke, the Violinist Who 8tarted a Turf Career on a
tend the annual meeting of the Naand Ran it into a Quarter of a Million, and Wilhite, one of the Stars tional association, to be held this week
he'
of His Stable.
there. Prior to his departure,
received a copy of a new set of deThis is the Btory of a
bill those "sure thing" tips and a fondness mands made by the Baseball Play
and a violinist, written to prove that for the ponies he bets his money and era' Fraternity, which will be the chief
romance is not dead and that the loses.
feature of discussion at the meeting
most interesting stories not necesWell, Yanke bet his two dollars on
A MYSTERV PLAV
RITCHIE AND LEACH
sarily fiction. The money is given his hot tip at 100 to 1 and won.
CROSS
MEET
TONIGHT.
IS OFFICER
first place, not because it is money, This was Yanke's start With the
New York. N. Y., Nov. 10. Willie
but it the musician had lacked the $200 In his pocket he quit his Job as
Officer
When
the
666 climbs up on the
lightweight champion,
$ this story would never have been violinist to carve out a turf career. Ritchie,
and Leach Cross, of this city, will balcony of Travers Gladwin's handwritten.
Today he is worth a quarter of a mil- meet for a ten round bout here to- some Fifth avenue residence to aslion, owns about the finest "string" of
One day not many years ago W. G. thoroughbreds in this country and has night. The postponement of the con- certain the reason for a light that
from October 29 because Cross shines suddenly from its second story
Yanke, violinist of a San Francisco the best jockey in the land under con- test
cafe orchestra, had $2 and a tip on a tract His shoestring has grown to was suffering an injury to a muscle in- window, he has no Inkling of the exhis left side, has furnished both box- citing chase he is about to have in
horse race.
undreamed-o- f
proportions.
ers with ample time to get into condl- - his efforts to clasp the handcuffs on
Ordinarily when a man lias one ot
Whether Yanke placed his money tion. Ritchie has never boxed in New the wrists of an
international famous
"Shoe-Strin-

'rJ

TfsocAir

g Access.

OAie

Jk

t

w

two-doll-

666

dress suit burglar, whose particular ped, with every avenue of escape cut may be enjoyed without creating that
of policemen uncomfortable feeling of obsession
Other- - off and a batalllon
hobby is priceless paintings.
at
wise, this famous sleuth would have searching every nook and cranny of that compels an apologetic glance
house, escapes. Is one's seat mate. On the contrary,
pnoned headquarters for the shiny the surrounded
atwagon with the noisy gong attach- which Augustin Macllugh has written "Officer 666" is redolent with the
ment.
told in the three thrilling acts la mosphere of clean thoughts woven,
How much trouble Officer 666 gets this farce, "Officer 666", which Is an- through a highly interesting plot, the
himself Into by not having this nounced for presentation at the Elks tense moments of which excite the
imagination, at the same time compelthought before he confronts the afore- theater, Saturday, November 16.
more hon"Officer 666" Is a fascinating farce. ling laughter that is all the
said crackman in the very act of cut-

forth without the
ting Gladwin's celebrated collection of It is a play that radiates all the mys est because called of coarseness or
Holmes" and. the Slightest suggestion
,
Aunt, yet which ambiguity.

old masters from their frames. and tery of "Sherlock
how the thief, though apparently trap (un of "Charley

MONDAY,

NOVEMBER

n

10,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

1913.
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ILLEGAL TO REST
PLAN TO COMBAT
ONE DAy OUT OF
OF
THE
EVILS
SEVEN IN COLO.
IMMORAL CAFES

House, completely furnished, good location, 18 rooms. Will pay $300 per month. Price $6,000.00
12.00
FOR RENT Store Room on Galisteo Street. .Rent per month
Store Room on San Francisco Street. Rent per
30.00
month
Modern Dwelling. Good location. Rent
35.00
Der month
Modern Dwelling, good location. Rent
30.00
per month
Ranches, Laud Grants and City Property. Insurance and Surety Bonds.
FOR SALE

Rooming

Six-roo-

G. C. WATSON & CO.
(C. A. BISHOP,' PROP.)

fl

Sr'San

1

REAL ESTATE,

SURETY BONDS.

LOANS,

I

BIG

:

REDUCTION

( fil.ruclr,
in'inist Vnv HI llm Hhv!
in seven rest ordinance, adopted by
the people of I'olorado Springs, April
1, by vote of ;;,(" 1 to 1.5S1 is unconstitutional because it is class legislation,

FIVE

j

term V

'

187. Ocrnpie entiro Mock on Opiu l HiJl iu bent residonce
imiver. Jilciil clinml, fine b.nMiu.'s, sii.'cle nna double pr ivnte
t
Bull, Croquet Urouniis. AllilCtics
(miry, Tomus Court,
i)lri!Ci"p. iii'rit r.n;nimd bl'I mKt practical Western

Founded

Isuction

Opons

Sept. V
.nn.riM
aiwl (Mlt;lKi l'rwi.aralory
initp. Hiuh
because it arbitrarily interferes with
Muh
Art,
Ai.uwiimi fend and plenty
t
the freedom to contract guaranteed by
luw.
To
--fnr
- Haw
mt
Ol
Wl'tl
IVcrrllllon
ClmfHTon.
full dntail. iitformniion Bliout r!
and Tree graduating" cJatw
virws
nnil
Sl.ows iiichiiT!) nl'
the constitution and because it is In
!
conflict, with state laws, seeking tu
st.. DENVER, COLORADO
provide for the observance of the Sabbath,
This was the decision handed down
LINDIiARDT I
Judge W. P. Kinney, in the county:
cases
of;
court this morning in the
125 Palace Ave.
the City vs. Antlers Hotel and the
Korsniyer Drug company, to lest the
validity of the measure.
oiu milt us can i nu u uiem, yuu nuu
Whether the city will appeal 111(1' Dreatli
that is stilled cannot gather
case has not been determined.
The odors tliat sweet from them blow.
Healli, with a peace beyond dreaming,
its children of earth doth endow.
Life is the time we can help them.
So give them the flowers now.'
MEN'S AND BOYS' READY-TO-WEA- R
-New York. N. Y., Nov. 111. Liquidu- Aiiil if we would foster our friend-i- t
ion of investment stocks, in which Bj,j)s mnv am)
the best of them
houses with New England connections noWi we would have no idle regrets in
Ail Wool Blue Serge for Men,
$18.
ARE
CREW OF
figured prominently, opened the way regard to our friends by and by.
sell-- j
t.h
Increased
to
for
in
professional
..Alu tne
relation
today
tiling
WATCH
WINDOWS.
OUR
ARRESTED FOR
,
ing and prices were borne down an-- Kriendshi) is that we need a Friend-- j
MUTINY AT SEA ruptly.
ship that is lasting. Since earthly
PHONE 180.
210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
In many cases quotations were car- - friendships are transitory and fleet-- j
.loho-Lewes, Del., Nov. 10. An armed iried to the lowest point since the. ing, we need the Friendship of
of Jvah, of the elder brother, of Christ
guard from the United States revenue slump of last June and a number
cutter Onondaga was today placed stocks, including Atchison, St. Paul, Himself.
bark New Haven, Rubber and American "One there is above all others.
aboard the American
Manga Reva, the crew of the latter Telephone, reached the bottom figure wen deserves tne name ot menu;
INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND REST CONTENT.
having mutinied on the the high seas. for the year. The latest phases of the His is love beyond a brother's,
no
and
end.'
knows
to
unsettle Costly, free,
The Mansra Reva sailed from Phila- Mexican situation tended
Modern Cottage of 5
Rlilrflnhlu'V'mAntti 'am fnr Ban Francisco the min ket. Losses ranged from 1 to
Fniinrfatlnn fnr Bnlief..
Rooms and Bath. Lot fronts
with a cargo of coal. When several 2 12 points, with well known stocks' ..yiu.n, (k) we RBt ,he foninlatioii i
hundred niiles at sea the crew of 28 'the chief sufferers.
the remainder of!
,for ,U)t UBuef?
about 100 feet on PalSouth
men mutinied, tied the captain fend ; ' Honds were heavy,
!th proverb, 'He that maketh many)
Avenue.
ace
mate in their births, and took posses-- j
Weakness persisted in the stock ifrUnids doeth it to his own destruc-- i
sion of the ship. Subsequently the nl.11.vet
increased
witli
pressure ;tjoll: and there is a friend that stick-- !
We will sell, within ten days' time lor $2,8()D. NOW is the
:officers were released to navigate the egainst. Southern Pacific, New Haven jeth closer than a brother.' It is Christ
time to investigate the above.)
Iship after a promise had been extrac- and Can, falling off of nearly iinO.HOO Himself that we need as a friend, and
ted that the mutineers would be re- toil's in unfilled orders of the United jf we have established a friendship;
turned to the Delaware capes.
was a Inn with
.States Steel corporation
'Him, it will be everlasting
B.
The bark, with the crew aboard, will dranee to the buoyancy of the market. through sunshine and shadow, through
8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
Rooms
be towed back to Philadelphia with
Declines were largely increased all weal and woe. He offers to us today
::::
the armed guard of the United States around, Lehigh Valley losing 4 points,: the sympathy of his friendship, and
IF IT'S REAL ESTATE.: U V WARD H.4S IT.
::::
iC'nn S and Southern Pacific 2
the strength of it as well. Did you
sailors in charge.
ever read as to where Tissot. the
great, artist of the life of Christ, found
GERMAN STEAMER
SUPREME COURT WILL
REPORTED IN DISTRESS his inspiration for that work? it is
NOT REVIEW BIG CASE.
isaid that; he obtained it through gnzThe sn-Nov m
iterlln. Nov. III. A dispatch from ingot a simple picture, which tlepict- whinHm n
the anguish and trouble of two,
preme court declined today to direct iLisbon says the wireless station there ei
received distress signals from peasants. There was shown a. peas- the United States circuit court of
off Vigo,! ant man with the blood
streaming
peals to send up for review the $5.- ithe German steamer Rhenania
The steamer has ;)!)( German down from a wounded limb, while by.
nnOOOn litigation between the West- - jspain.
TO ALBUQUERQUE
Tow-on- h
TTi
mmniiiiv and ixoliHern on board, bound tor German nis sine stooo ins neipiess wile, nor
knowing where to turn for succor. Rut.
'the American Re1l TeleDhone com-- ! East Africa.
;
v. of the two with a veil between
panv growing out of a contract In
was shown another figure, the likeness
1S7S, whereby the former went out of M LITARY HONORS TO
GtNtnAL DnWf to in iun man ui vjiiiih', run
the telephone business as a competi
sionate presence seemed to say to
tor of the latter. The Western Union

Five-roo-

INSURANCE,

Minneapolis, Minn., Nov. 10. To
combat the evils of the Immoral cafes,
J. Frank Chase, secretary of the
Watch and Ward society of
Boston, addressing the International
Purity Congress here today, proposed
the estatblishment
of
"tripartite
saloons" one part for men, one for
women, and one for couples.
"The rule must he indexible so far
as the couples part is concerned. The!
withdrawal of either person means the
'withdrawal of both, for no unaccom-bipanied woman can remain in the
couple's part."
Mr. Chase would make it a punish-inbloffense to rent a room for immoral purposes, as a means of overcoming the evils of the immoral lodg-iinhouses. A law compelling the
janitor to keep on file on the first floor
the marriage certificate of each person
living in a flat was suggested as a
(means of eliminating the evils of the
j'afllnity flats."
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Phone, 18jj J.
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Francisco St,

IN ALL
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FURNITURE
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THIS WEEK'S

walTstreet.

a.

SPECIALS

j

SUITS AND OVERCOATS

j

$U.95 worth

j

j

j

'

j
i

Brass Beds

d

i

I

,

FOR SAL

$1 2.50

j
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JOSEPH

j

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply

Co.

Everything In Hardware.

-

j

W. H. WICKHAM

LUDWIO WM. ILFELD.

f

1

REDUCED RATE
FOR NEW MEXICO

j

ill

i

KUl

ur;

v.

courts.

t

-
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Fay-woo-

DEVOLVED That
WILL HUNT NO

YOU

FOR IT-- IF
Vol) COME TO US .
fURTHETFl

VE

HAVE JUST WHAT

THE

RJ4HT PRICE

YOU WANT AND IT IS

WE HtfNTEP IT FOR

YOXWHEN BUYJNCJ
OUR. GOODS

YOU WILL BAG THE GAME THAT GETS UP IF YOU BUY YOUR
GUN AND AMMUNITION FROM US. OUR GUNS ARE TRUE TO AIM;
OUR SHELLS CAREFULLY LOADED.
INSURE YOUR SPORT BY USING ONLY RELIABLE SHELLS. OUR
AND WE HIT THE
AIM IS TO KEEP OUR BUSINESS GROWING,
THE TRUST OF
MARK. THE WAY TO DO THIS IS NOT TO ABUSE
THOSE WHO TRUST US.

WOOD DAVIS HARDWARE
--

PHONE

"IF IT'S HARDWARE

14.

WE HAVE

COMPANY.
PHONE

IT."

14

uy For ash !

And we will show you how much you can save. Especially should you do this with your

Flour

Grain
Hay,
a

Give us

trial and let us show you.

'T?aiMies

Guaranteed

Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr.,

V. J. Woolsey of the IT. S. forestry
service, is here on business.
'
James W. Norment is still at
Hot- Springs, slowly recuperat
ing from- an attack of rheumatism.
Hon. William J. Mills, last 01 me
territorial governors, arrived here
Saturday from Las Vegas to attend
the funeral of Adjutant General
Brookes.
rn M M PndBett. nublisher of the
Las Vegas Optic, was in the city yesterday. He came over to attend the
funeral of General Brookes.
Attorney and Sirs. Neill B. Field of
Albuquerque, are registered at the De
Vargas,
Major Ettlenne de P. Bujac, well
known in Santa Fe, is here from Carls
bad. He attended the funeral of General Brookes yesterday.
John H. Walker has returned from
a lengthy and arduous surveying trip
to the Zuni mountains.
Mrs. C. Gilbert, of Portland, Ore.,
who is on her way home after visiting
New York City, is the guest of her
daughter Mrs. Louis Lowitzki. She
expects to spend a month in Santa Fe.
Mrs. G. D, D. Klrkpatrick, accompanied by two children, left this morning for Salt Lake city, where she will
join her husband. Enroute she will
stop over for a day or two in Denver.
Mounted Policeman Alex Street of
Tucumcarl, and J. H. McHughes of
Cerrillos, are in the city.
O. A. Larrazolo, of Las Vegas, s in
Santa Fe for a few days.
two
W. Medley,
Socorro county cattlemen, are visit
ors in Santa Fe today.
Harry T. Herring, of Roswell, is a
visitor in the Ancient City.

- -

Galisteo and Water Sis.

"TOWNSEND'S SNAPS" IN
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS

Phone, Main 250.

WEEK'S OFFERINGS:
Modern House
$20.00
Furnished
Light

THFS

UNITED

STATES

BANK

8

President.

J.

Xice

.."

&

?tltHlllllllllltlllllllll1llttl"lllllltltHIlllllllllllllllHHMIMIIimilllllimillllllllf
N. B. LAIOHLIN,

10.00

Neighborhood
Unfurnished
Furnished
Light
Housekeeping
modern house, south
extra lots for two more houses,
den, fruit, terms to right man.

jllltll llllltllllllllltlllMllllllllllflllllltlllllllttlllHllltttllMllltlllllllllllllllllMUltlMIMlllllMIMIMIIk

Your Patronage. Solicited

Light

Housekeeping
Unfurnished,

Does a General Banking Business.

$

17.00

Housekeeping
2'rooni
Furnished

GO.

TRUST

JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.

B. LAJHY,

18.00
10.00
25.W

side,
gar-

1
acres, best farm proposition,
lets of water, good land, five miles
f
from town,
alfalfa, all fenced.
Worth $2,000. For quick sale at $1,300.
I
Many others.
J
We buy, sell, lease or manage prop
I erty in any part of the United States.
2

HAND-PAINTE- D
1
2

j

CHINA

Showing decorations to delight the eye are now displayed at
my store. There are articles to appeal to everyoneSteins,
Smoking Sets, Tobacco Jars, Card Cases, Vases, etc. The
prices are reasonable. Please call to see the China Articles
before the best pieces have been sold.

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

SAN FRANCISCO

STREET,

j

one-hal-

W. N.

j

TOWNSEND,
Ground Floor, Capital City Bank
Building. Phone 15 J.

EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION

sot caught the inspiration

of the One
in
to
sorrow. And as a result,
works of art today por- great, message for us.
then realize the need of

three aspects of the subject. The who sympathized with humanity
first is that Friendship is costly. The its distress and was ever present
.

PERSONALS

MANAGER,

HAYWARD,

Book, (and when It comes to help in their
rules of faith and practice, there is no we have his
'other source of wisdom and hope like traying that
Shall we not
iunto it), the Good Book says
the cost of Jtiendship, 'He His Friendship, accept the sympathy
who would have many friends must and love that He offers to us, and
walk in newness of life every day with
'show himself friendly.' We may
S
understand that proverb better if Him?"
;we read it. in this way, 'He that maketh many menus noom ii. 10 m ovwi
destruction.'
"What is the cost of friendship?
We often think ol 11 In dollars anu
cents. If a man has many friends, or
rather acquaintances, and Is able to
do so, it often costs him much in
earthly wealth. But even though a
how Ncliilliiig's I5cst will
man has no wealth, he may have many
llV V(!l(lill0' tliw 11(1- friends. If he does, it means that he
has met the bill of friendship in Belt
veriisfirh'iit. but vou can
sacrifice of some kind or other. He
has poured out something of himself,
tell Hint you will like
something of loyal endeavor and loving sympathy with those who now are
stiiiiii,,
his friends.
"Some of vou can testify to the
,1
u in;i ill
lllrtll till '
uui
large hearteduess of General Brookes
;
:
of
His.
bills
in paying the
friendship.
'
1
parental home can testify to the fact
his
a
of
home
l n o n py.
that even though he had
1
own in this city, he was not forgetful
.lsil.ttr Hull
TW,.,
nnir
of the home of his boyhood, and even
un to the present time was the mainslav of his narental house. And it is
from this standpoint that 1 speak as a
friend this afternoon. 1 only knew
General Brookes from two stand
points. The first was mat ot a tenaet HliAfa Aniflftr fiAvapne iha PriP
'father. Last winter when the little
ana trice me vuaiu
babe which went on before, was sick
11
unto death, I often met him and inalAnd
quired about the little child:
ways the lip would tremble and the
tears would come to his eyes us he
would say brokenheartedly, 'Oh there
is no hope. I guess that we will have
to give her up.' And the other as
pect was that of friendliness to mymanifest
self. It was particularly
when I returned to' Santa Fe after
burying my own father. Meeting me
on the street, he wanted to know
where 1 was staying and what 1 was
going to do before Mrs. MeCollough
Our cracker counter is an Inreturned from her visit. And when
The large
placs.
teresting
I told him of my plans, he said in his
variety of crackers and wafers
large hearted, friendly, hospitable way
'You are going to do no such thing.
we carry would astonish most
You are going to come to our house
What is so nice as
anybody.
and stay for all your meals until your
box of dainty, delicious waa
wife returns.' I never had a parishfers? Some kind of a cracker
ioner in all my experience who made
do
should be on the table at every
as
And
offer
that.
such a kindly
meal should be in every lunch
you think that I can forget it? Nay.
And gladly do I lay upon his casket
box. And the very kind you
this afternoon the tribute of friendshould have are here.
They
ship.
have the quality that always satEarthly Friendship.
isfies.
"In the second place, 1 would add
a word of admonition in regard to
Friendship. It Is this, that the earth- "BOSS PATENT FLOUR"
in
ly friendship is quickly broken
many instances. The earthly friendship is not lasting at the best. Death CHASE & SANBORN'S COFFEE
steps in sooner or later and breaks it
in twain. Often then there are bitter
tears and. cutting regrets that we did
PRIMROSE BUTTER
not make more of that friendship
we
had the opportunity, while
while
it was day. And we endeavor to appease our consciences by sending
CO,
flowers when it is too late. Would it H. S. KAUNE
not be better to send them in life?
Would it not be better to praise the
B
Where Prices
virtues of the living?
"Closed eyes can't see the white roses,
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" Yes Sir! Studebcker

wagons are

made to back up a reputation."

ry make
"I know, because wagons or
come into my shop for repairs, and lhave a
chance to see how few are Studebakers.
That's the opinion of thousands of blacksmiths
who know the quality of Sludebaket wagons.
The owners never regretted lhat they bought
Siuachalicrs.

Tested materials, accurate workmanship insure a
this careful selecwagon unequaled for durability, and
tion of wood, iron, steel, paint and varnish has been a
fixed rule with the Sludebaker Company for sixty years.
That is why a Sludebaker wagon runs easiest and lasts
longest It is built on honor.
Whether you live in town or country, there is a
Sludebaker vehicle to fill your requirements for business
or pleasure and harness of every description made
as carefully as are Studebaker vehicles.
Set our Dealer or write iu.

South Bend, Ind.

STUDEBAKER

SStolis

St uSut crri

DALLAS

KANSAS CITY

sam Francisco
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LIFE IS FULL OF UNCERTAINTIES!
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Editor
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The most beautiful time of the entire year on the Upper Pecos, The
conditions are ideal for Horseback Riding, Hunting, Tennis
sports.
Playing and all out-do-

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
15.00
12.61
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"All of Today's New Today

SOME MAIL ORDER
HOUSES EVEN SUPPLY
THE COWBOY DIALECT.

PHONES:
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States' "Who's
copied after the one in Paris, which tion of the United
is much visited by American tourists, Who." Roswell News.
In the Paris
cemetery there are
monuments inscribed with tender sen
PRUDENCE
timents. One, I remember, promised PRINCIPLE,
the departed to meet him in heaven.
Another said that the life of the
TWO THINGS
owner of the dog was a blank since he
had departed."
Disgusting is it not?
It is said that $2,000,000 is spent on LET US BE PRUDENT IN THIS ARGUMENT
dogs in a single year In New York
WITH BRITISH
EMPIRE OVER PANAMA
city. What relief a tithe of that
CANAL
TOLLS."
who
human
to
would bring
the
beings
are suffering for the necessaries of
Is

ACj;

j

mmr
rar-.--s

Swept with confused alarms of struggle
and flight,
Where ignorant armies clash by night.
Some of these uncertainties can, however, be avoided or diminished by
that reasonable attention which a man of ordinary prudence should always
give to his pecuniary affairs.
The accumulation of a money reserve is one of the means by which
life's uncertainties arising from poverty prolific source of evils can be
eliminated or diminished.
The best and surest way to have money is to get the banking habit
Then you are prepared for all emergencies arising from its lack.
Deposit your money in this strong, safe bank where the same careful
attention is given to the small depositor as to the largest.

or

tM

ft Booklet

BUSINESS OFFICE 286

for the world, which seems
To lie before us "ke a ,and of dreams,
So various, so beautiful, so new,
Hath neither joy, nor love, nor light.
Nor certitude, nor peace, nor help for pain;:
And we are here as on a darklinjr plain
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xsgjlag

President

J. Wight Glddlngs.
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ERNEST'S INVESTIGATIONS

from the
Signs that are encouraging are the reports that are coming

office of the traveling auditor on the condition of affairs in the various counties, and that there is no politics in the investigations.
The two latest reports, one from Eddy and the other from Sun Miguel,
do not add any particular credit to the manner of conducting the puhlic
business in this state, at least on the part of some of the officials in certain

j
j

life.

counties.
We all know that there has been, in the past in New Mexico, the consideration of a man's politics in the manner in which he has been treated and that If
he voted right, his sins, even if they were of rather a serious kind, could
be condoned if he would stay with tho gang and not ever get off the reservation.
It is a relief and a hopeful sign that these methods are fast falling into
who are in charge of the
ways of the past and are not popular with those
affairs of the state at the present time, and it is a lesson that we may as
official
well learn, that there is going to be a closer tab kept on the public
in the days to come than there was in the good old days when all that was
required was to vote right and obey the bosses.
The results of the investigations of the travelling auditor's department,
under the direction of the governor, are evidence of the utter carelessness that was permitted to creep in under the standpat regime, and that
was a
it was not then so much a question of efficiency and honesty as it
were.
question of loyally to the powers that
This is the same spirit that is showing itself everywhere in this country,
and is going to bring better conditions to the people. It is going to give
us a better administration of public affairs, and it Is going to make those
who are holding public office give more honest and careful and efficient
service.
Some of the revelations in the investigations that have just been comof watchfulness on
pleted are fairly startling and they show the sad need
lhe part of the administration to see that those who have been accustomed
to the methods of the past will not fall back Into them again.
The watch dog is a pretty good thing to have around in the public places
as well as the home ground
He has a tendency to keep things on the square and to keep the tempter
away.

(By Herbert Quick.)
Author of "On Board the Good Ship
Earth," Etc.. Editor of Farm and
Fireside.
(Copyright, 1913, by the Newspaper
Enterprise Association.)
Before a man or a nation becomes a
party to a quarrel, two things should
be considered the principle of the
thing, and its prudence.
A prudent man will not quarrel with
a neighbor over paths and roads

The Wise Guy.
You see him more often on the rail-

The Montezuma Hotel

road train than anywhere else the
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
man who knows it all, and who is Inwho
have
him
structing those about
HOME
not had the privilege of travel and
are in need of someone to tell them
Culslnt and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
Tourist I hope you men of the about it.
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
On the Santa Fe road coming west
west will never give up wearing this
the other day, the train was speeding
central Location.
picturesque attire.
Why through Kansas and out on the plains
Cowboy Why so, stranger?
THOS. DORAN,
stood a little shack put up of boards
so?
Large Sample Rooms.
Tourist Because I run a factory and such stuff as could be found to
where they make that kind of clothes. build with, and the whole was cover
ed with whitewash. One of the pas
sengers, who wanted to let those
'
THE BYSTANDER
about him know that he had been
'
U
comwe
are
"Now
west
said:
before,
SEES IT.
ing to the adobes," and as a few of
the family came out from the door
colored people they were the instrucMR. HARVEY OATMAN,
The Lesson Of Experience.
tor pronounced them Indians. He
A good many of us have read Al could not wait to tell the
Proprietor of the
ignorant
BILLIARD
MONTEZUMA
Jennings' articles in the Saturday passengers who were about him. how
PARLORS,
Evening Post and have been interest- he knew all of the west and so he
The Best That Can be Bought I
Has Engaged at a Great Expense,
ed In them, perhaps because he is so started the adobes in Kansas and put
AT ANY PRICE
well known to many of the residents the real west where It did Hot belong.
MARCUS CATTON,
of this city.
All of us who have been more or
HERBERT QUICK.
Take no chances on either
Son of the Famous
But there Is an interest beyond less on the trains have seen this same
when a small amount will give
that. This man has had a history trait on the part of certain of those across the respective farms if he
"BILLY" CATTON,
0
you the protection that you
that few others have had and one that who were on the car, endeavoring to knows that in order to get to market
who will manage his billiard parneed, and when you do use infew of the people of the present day impress their fellow travelers with he must pass across that neighbor's
lors and Instruct those desiring to
WOULDN'T HELP ANY
surance get the best, as it is
He
seen
the
to
caro
has
and
and
their
front
their
experience.
large
dooryard.
knowledge
of
new
All
that
the
learn
tables,
the
party
game.
Progressive
The Tucson Citizen bewails the fact that
side of life and has served his varied experience. That Is a funny j Uncle Sam is approaching a quarthe
seamy
cheapest, and
a
new
and
cues,
the
and
quiet, gentlemanly
democracy.
whip
state will not combine with the Republicans
time in the penitentiary. He Is classed trait in human nature, but it seems rel with the British empire about the
1 r those who cater
room
even
ALWAYS SEE
it
that
and
may
be
lounging
It fears that the present governor will
as an outlaw of the former days, when pretty general. I have noticed it so Panama canal tolls. Of course there
to the pastime.
be possible that he will succeed the Hon. Marcus A. Smith in the United that was more common than it is at often, hearing persons telling of some will be no war, and no threat of war.
M.
States senate.
the present time and when the "wild place, right in this very country, as if Sometimes we have been nicely done
EVERYONE WELCOME I
All this may be very, very bad. Just how bad, the people outside of the and woolly wesl" was cutting some no one else had ever been there in the by the diplomats of Great Britain, and
Office United States Bank Building
state of Arizona do not, of course, know. Looking at it from our standpoint,
in the
of the country.
world, and expatiating on it with that sometimes we have had a little the
(FIRST FLOOH)
could be, in a figure Al history Is
however, we are unable to see where the change for the better
a
candidate
for
think
once
wisdom
bullied
a
of
Now,
that
best
Jennings
they
they
superior
bargain;
the Republicans, to the sole the
who has purchased the Insur
of the state of Okla- marks them as persons apart.
us and we backed down, and at anjoining of the forces of the Progressives and
governorship
at the same time whether
ance Business of the L. A;
and among other arguments he
In this age of the world it is not a other time we made them back down
advantage of the latter. It is a matter of doubt
of the homa,
the people of our neighboring state would profit by a return to power
uses is that a man Is better qualified great distinction to have been to by taking a rather
posi- Harvey Agency. Strong lines.
for official position who has had the Washington and New York and the tion but when one was immovable
standpat Republican organization.
good
companies, good protection
we
as
of
this
state,
to
the
people
We know it would not be beneficial
temptation and fallen and then re- other cities of the United States, and the other has always had the good
at
it
of
results
the
we
are
reaping
had a long and disastrous experience and
formed. Tie was a robber of trains it is not so remarkable a thing to have sense to yield since 1812.
once and then he practiced law. He been abroad as it once was, so the
the present time.
But we're going to have trouble
at
the
meeting
In fact the domination of that party was in evidence
to have reformed and wants wise guy who used to set his auditors about the Panama canal tolls. The
CHARLEYGANN, Prop'r
professes
ne
10
01
uie to be
WOODY'S STAGE LINE
oeneiu
of the last legislature when every measure that was to
governor.
agog with the stories of where he has high quarreling parties will be Uncle
to the morgue without the courtesy or even
was
railroaded
state
of
the
is
in
There
the position been and what he has seen has prac- Sam and John Bull, but the real party
people
something
Plan.
European
From
a consideration.
that Al Jennings takes regarding the tically gone out of business as there to the British side of the action will
Meals At All Hours.
of the old Republican
Bossisuu lias become the leading characteristic
real Btrength of a man who has been are too many of him.
Great
be
with
Canada.
We
BARRANCA
TO TAOS
agreed
Connecslaves and have never favored
Elegant Rooms in
It is fun though, to hear the chap on Britain that when we built the Fana-thpartv and the American people were not born
tempted and has had the experience
Steam
for
a
dictation
time,
Heat,
tion,
long
Meets
Both
North
allowed
South
political
of having been in the midst of times
the idea of being bossed. They
train when he gets on that look of ma canal we'd open it on equal terms
to have a hand in the
Electric Lights and Baths. n
but they are coming to their senses and are going
Bounds Trains.
that have been what we call tough, sublime wisdom and tells how It is. to the shipping of all nations. We
The man who has never been tempted I helps out the tedium of the trip.
management of their own affairs.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival l
have passed a law opening it free to 1 RATES: 75c and $1.00 PER DAY.
cannot feel am 'knows
little of life and is not qualified
The wail of the Citizen at Tucson is touching, but we
our coastwise shipping, and denying
th
north bound train and arrives al
excellent
DINNER
SUPPER
MUSIC
tor
that
and
taken
by
to understand all that comes to men
' its free UBe t0 tlle coastwise shipping
sympathy under the circumstances as the position of
Taos at 7 p. m.
better than who have been in the midst of the AMANr TUP FIMTARQ
anything
San
Franciseo
since
241
Street.
any
hope
one,
us
a
mistaken
1
CUI
to
seems
lUrW.
all
and
Colombia
of Canadai Mexico,
journal
is an imposNear S. W. Corner Plaza, g
Ten miles shorter than any other
even democracy gives, at the hands of the Republican party,
fight, and who have seen the rougher
other nations. This looks to a great
way. Good covered hacks and fooa
Do.
even
side
and
fallen.
Won't
of
IniiiiPKiBRiiKiiin
sible thing.
Americans like a breaking
perhaps,
many
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teama
It won't do to judge a man by his our plighted faith.
By this I do not mean that one of
If the citizens of the state of Arizona really want a
It can't be done.
furnished commercial man o take In
more economy and more honesty In the qualifications for office should be auto, for some mighty cheap men ride
g0od faith is principle; let us
gut
change and want better conditions and
and that a man has gone wrong and has around in
the aurroundlni town. Wire Embudi
cars. House consider prudence first.'
the conduct of their affairs, why do they not give the young and vigorous
station.
been in the penitentiary, but I do News.
We have an agreement with Canada
active Progressive party a chance?
industrial condition mean that the man who has met the
Sitting Up Nights.
by which the ships of both nations
It is the onlv party that has made the social and the
tha thas seen some- enemy and conquered is stronger than
The crowned heads of Euroupe are have the use of great lakes canals,
of the country an issue in elections. It is the only party
lire.
the man who has never seen the sitting up nights, digesting President straits and passages on equal terms.
national
our
in
commercialism
thing besides
0- enemy at all. It is experience that Wilson's Mobile speech. Hillsboro we let Canada through the Soo canal
teaches and experience is not always Advocate.
and she lets us through the St Lawkind. It qualifies, though, and makes
THE POLITICS THAT PAYS
Should Wear A Blanket
rence. But Canada Is not obliged to
says:
a man better able to read men and to
who brags that he never use a single mile of our passages.
Stilwell, the Tammany senator in Sing Sing for crookedness,
Anyone
devote
would
fellow
a
in it. If
Some of the fall styles are exmeet emergencies.
We made the Soo canal, and Canada
forgets nor forgives should wear a
Keep out of politics. There's nothing
a better success
blanket and a feather in his hair. Ft. at once made one of her own alongDogs and Humans.
half the energy to his business he would make
treme,
many of them charming
a
familiar
he
One cannot help having a sympa- Sumner Review.
He's right, from the point of view of the kind of politics
side. But we must use the St. Lawand all of them interesting. But
and
anarchistic
the
of
Own.
graft.
Raise Their
rence.
grab
with the politics
thy for those who get
following the trend of the seaFarmers in Roosevelt county can
spirit when he reads of the foolish
Happily that isn't the only kind.
Moreover, Canada is making canals
Fire, Life, Accldent
had
gone
ways,
the
of
Tammany
e
what the
son one wonders
instead
certain peo-- materially reduce the high cost of
aping
are
done
to
more
that
we
use
need
much
will
which
things
by
Suppose that Stilwell,
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc1
to do someof
fun
helping
one
the
to
in
have
did-gwho can afford to do the thing iing by raising, each year, their own pressingly than Canada needs to use
dressmakers will do next to creinto politics as Wilson
toward
oar
an
in
real
pulling
a
delight
meat and lard. Portales Valley News, the Panama canal.
I mean the
they do.
ate a sensation.
thing clean and fine: gone in with
I was reading the other day of tho
REAL ESTATE
Why Not7
better things.
Georgian Bay Bhip canal, the deepenClntr
Qinrr
n,
...
The stores are very interestm
o...B
While the girls are learning how to ed Welland canal.
way the wealthy people of our cities,
Do you think for a minute he would nave evei
intermost
the
the
these
and
ing places
days
and particulariy New york) treat their make "fudge" and "angels' delight,"
These canals will let lake vessels
that he wouldn't have found it, in spite of its disappointments,
store scouts In far away fashion
City Property, Farms
dogs. It seems that at this season of why not the buttons on Dad's clothes, out to the broad ocean, and salt water
and stimulating vocation in the world?
was that it was the year they prepare to get the prop- and beefsteak and coffee on the side? vessels into the lakes.
circles will be the first to catch
Ranches, Orchards
They are the
The whole trouble with Stilwell's conception of politics
er clothes for the canine pets. The
Roswell Record
road we must use in the future, right
tiolitics for Stilwell. And Stilwell wasn't worth it.
Land Qrants, Etc
the newest whisper.
out
can
he
what
lookget
for
are
that
Of
in
Think
Christmas.
they
across Canada's front dooryard.
politics
particular thing
Wheneve you find a fellow who is
The first news will probably
climb higher than the ing for now is the winter coat, and.'.he
There have been too many murders
If we break faith or even give
of it, look out. He's only a porch climber. He may
come in the advertising cola
of
for
with
are
furs
burglar.
pets
being supplied
lately. Let us think of something Canada any reason to charge that we
second story, but he'll always have the instincts
umns and there will be keen
After election folks like to which the dogs are measured just as cheerful, as for instance, the fact that have done so in the Panama affair,
The Stilwell school of politics gets tiresome
it makes them hold their if they were human beings. They Christmas is less than three months she has the whiphand In the much
time
election
competition for the "beat."
forget it. And no wonder, because by
find the common furs insufficient for away. Springer Stockman,
more Important matter of the lake
Store managers are as alert
Of
How Can It.
channels. Chicago, Milwaukee, Cleve"""But the other kind, the Wilson kind, the politics of human service, the blooded ones and it is iuan actual
news as city editors.
for
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the
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fact
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newsy reading.
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In your race for success don't loose sight
the
that only
through good health can you attain success.
The tension you must necessarily place upon your nerves, and the
sacrifice of proper exercise you have to make at times must be
balanced in some way.

it the balancing powera vitalizing power. It acts on
the stomach and organs of digestion and nutrition, thus
purifying the blood and giving strength to the nerves,

H.

indirectly aiding the liver to perform its very important
Work. Dr. Pierce' Golden Medical Discovery has been
successful for a generation as a tonic and body builder.
Sold by medicine dealers in liquid or tablet form-tr- ial
box of "Tablets" mailed on receipt of 50 one.
cent stamps.
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GREAT

DOCTOR

BOOK,

FOR PUBLICATION
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He explained to me that he had not own dream, but Carranza appears to be Department of the Interior,
wouid have perished,
No. 9 westbound.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
that weighed twelve pounds. It was Although the skylight was fifteen womankind a remedy for their pecu been fighting but that he had been as large as the vision he sees.
Oct. 30, 1913.
He's a grim, forceful, determined
nearly as large as a pumpkin. He reet aDove the BooTt wilhelm pulled liar ills which has proved more effica- - doing propaganda work in his home
Returning, arrive Santa Fs 11:36
Notice is hereby given that Ciprlano
man.
a. m.
himself up and then rescued Miss Rich. cious than any other combination of state.
says ne nas a numoer 01 mem wmj
little smaller than this one. rortales ards. They escaped over the roofs. drugs ever compounded, and today j I asked him why he was against the
He was educated for the law and Chavez, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
The Woolworh Company lost $25,000 Lydia E. Plnkham's Vegetable Com-- 'Diaz government,
Reporter.
practiced it until his eyes gave out. Sept. 2d, 1908, made homestead entry Call
' Lassoed a Bear.
Is the land," he explained. "All Then he went to ranching. There isn't No. 01315 for SE4 NW4 NE4 SW4
Is $1500. pound is recognised from coast to
by the fire. Wllhelm's
"It
loss
..
.
NW4 SE4 SW4 NE4, section 3, town1..t
A stalwart and frolicksome cowboy iuui Isircsuuius
Reports.
vsuuaoie records wnicn coast as the standard
remedy for jot my people have had the land taken an ounce of the brigand in him. He
M. P. Merl- ship 17 N, range 9 E.- employed by the Adams Cattle com- - cannot t '
woman's ills '
away from them and Bow they are is just a great leader.
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rants are now in the state auditor's neer's force, who will go over the road marshal's office was without news todies in this city, so that .Mr. Davis j with the party for some distance, In day from Shiprock regarding the
FANCY
GOODS
order to become familiar with the dian situation in San Juan, county.
not refer to them.
:
new
Marshal
high-Iuthe
of
will
Hudspeth
reach
the
bridge
requirements
FIRST TAX SUIT
Beautiful line of Stamped
N. M. Teachers in Oregon.
way. Mr. Johnson leaves for Gallup dian agency this evening. The inter-ThLinen and Stamped Art Cloth,
REACHES THE
in
the
Naof
state educational department this afternoon.
impending
uprising
jest
Cushion Tops and the Pillows
engaged in laying valoes is widespread and the New
SUPREME COURT has received word from the statecer-of The Taos partybetween
for same. Embroidery Sets and
and
Mexican
this
received
out
first
the
from
city
far and
queries
grade
highway
Oregon, thai county
Embroidery Floss In Royal SoAuto Delivery Every Hour i
Auto Delivery Every Hour!
from tills state will be recog- Taos, were in the vicinity of Velarde near. It Is thought that Mr. Hudspeth
the D. M. C. and the Gre-The first tax suit of the present tificates
ciety,
of
soon
as
will
as
wire
State
and
he gets a chance
nized there without the necessity
Engineer
Saturday night,
cian
Floss.
Silk
niixii) has reached the supreme court. an examination. The test which French will
to
out
that far
probably go
study the situation,
Crocnet Cottons, Crochet and
and will be heard ou Friday, Nov. 28.
was Instl- - in his car tomorrow to confer with
OF QUALITY
CLOTHES
IS OUR
this
about
ruling
brought
It is from ('haven county, and is enEmbroidery Needles.
WE
NEVER BUY
Martha 10. Savage, who the party, which is in charge of J. P. PLATFORM.
TO
titled the South Spring Ranch and tuted by Mrs.
CLOTHING TO SELL FOR
in New Monty.
CHEAP
certificate
a
held
first
grade
t
com
Cattle company, the
'ADVERTISING
THE
PURPOSES.
Mexico. When she transferred to Ore
pany unu c. a. i.itnuuu. vs. me oim.e gon,
HUB N. SALMON.
sent here for her grades,
Working on Borderland Route.
they
II
Board
of
was
Equalization.
brought
Service
The finest line of Electrical GlassTry Our
There are three road gangs at work
of which the.
MILLINER
on a writ of certiorari and requires following the receipt
of education made on the Borderland route between Dem-in- ware ever displayed in this city.
the state board to show cause for or- Oregon department
Lords-burand
&
Ervlen.
and
above.
Lordsburg,
beyond
Gnagey
the ruling mentioned
dering the increase in valuation in
No74
according to the state engineer.
home and dence was made through the transom
Child's Welfare The
certain classes of property, which are
is
for
available
almost
There
$5000
Aid Asked.
of the of the rear kitchen door. Armed with
State
welfare
child's
department
named in the petition. Service was
has .been work on this route and the work will Santa Fe Woman's club, .will meet a steel instrument, the burglar pried
A request
aid
for
slate
had on Attorney General Clancy Satthe
transom and crawled
received by the Mate educational de-- ' occupy about three months.
tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock in the open
urday afternoon before he left for El
No. 37, of
will through."
from District
of
Palace
the
There
Governors.
partment
Paso. The attorney general is the
on
Low Rates for Land Sale.
$:!00 for
be a short business session followed
The state Union county, asking $.10 on help
president of the board.
All railroads will grant a special by a paper on "Dally Meals for School CUSTOMS COLLECTORS
a school building and
board raised Chaves county from
for the round Children" by Miss Hutson. which will
rate of fare and
NAMED BY PRESIDENT.
to $7,733,700, and on this suit
trip from all points in New Mexico to take the place of the regular paper
13. C, Nov. 10.
Presioraor
not
Washington,
whelher
campaign
depends
The rate is granted at the schedules by Miss Manette Meyers, dent Wilson
Deming.
Brings Prisoner Back.
tors will continue to' refer to it as
today made these nomcomstate
of
the
of
the
warden
accorporation
request
B.
John
McManus,
who is unable to give her paper on
inations: Collector of customs: Chas.
"The Imperial County of Chaves."
and Alex mission to give a low fare to those count of illness.
New Mexico penitentiary,
E. Hardy of Arizona for the district
of
state
sale
to
the
attend
returned
desiring
you of Arizona.
Street, mounted policeman,
Hunt, search, seek where
B. & L. Ass'n. Incorporates.
Dudley Field Malone, of
In
shallow
of
the
land
acres
18,000
from Concord, N. H., having
might, you cannot find better rubber New York, for the district of New
The Epitable Building and Loan as- yesterday
at
ar-takes
I
sale
which
water
belt,
place
in custody James Scott, who was
goods than att Zook's, The Rexall York.
sociation filed Incorporation
papers
from the Deming, New Mexico, on the Ktb day Store.
c, : ';
PHONE 12
SANTA FE, N. M.
with the state corporation commission rested lust as he stepped
1913
after
(of December,
New
penitentiary,
Hampshire
AND
COMFORTS.
BLANKETS
HAYWOOD VERDICT SET
this morning. The new concern's nnMr.1n.f..n
........
vw ... flierp.
ii K tt fm.w
ivm i.aac
YOU
NEED
NOW IS THE TIME
ASIDE BY SUPREME COURT.
jco. farm
headquarters are at Roswell, and E. G. i:uuipir was
to finish
here
back
Scott
brought
THEM AND HERE IS THE PLACE
lllntou is the agent. Its capital stock out
a
of
ten
months
and
four
years
REDUCED
TO GET THEM AT
is $500,000, divided into $200 shares.
Trenton, N. J., Nov. 10. The state
been
PRICES. N. SALMON.
The company starts business with term of six years which had
court here today set aside the
supreme
counterfeit
for
him
passing
given
All Winter Millinery at greatly re
405 shares subscribed on which an iniDance Was Big Success The "im- conviction of William Haywood, who,
and
in
San
Miguel
county,
duced prices. Miss A. Mugler.
tial payment of 25 cents a share has money
promptu" dance given at the library with two others connected with the
to complete by
THE HOME OF HART, SCHAFFbeen subscribed. The Incorporators which he had failed
Industrial Workers of the World, was
suc-i
which he
NER & MARX CLOTHES. THE HUBjboys and girls was a success in every convicted on a
and shares of stock held by each are reason of an escape
charge of being disa
He
MODERN AND
jumped
negotiated.
cessfully
N.
SALMON.
as follows: J. S. Lea, 60; J. J. Jaffa,
way. Sufficient funds were raised to orderly persons in connection with
in New
was
and
arrested
long
ways,
Licenses The
county! send the foot ball team to Albuquer- the recent strike of the Paterson silk
50; Ilobert H. Kemp, 50; Clark Dilley,
Marriage
ALWAYSJJP-TODATnot long after escaping
clerk has granted amarriage license que. The dance lasted from 9 to 2, workers.
50; E. G. Alinton, 50; Tomlison Fort, Hampshire
on the same charge
from
New
Mexico,
to Miss Juanita Gonzales and Noverto and a pleasing feature of it was the
10; H. SI. Dow, 25; Nathan Jaffa. 50;
LARGE LOBBY
which got him into trouble here. He
Coffee '
of Ildefonso.
jw. S. Prager 50, and Will Jtobinson. is a federal
"tag" innovation which caused much
some rea- Gonzales, both
but
for
prisoner,
furnishamusement.
The
music
was
AND VERANDAS
20; all of Roswell.
Will
McMillan
or
Ross
anyone
"When mind and nniselt'
son, the federal government preferred
ed by Miss Gerrlsh and two other muthat he serve his term at Santa Fe knowing his present address, please
Two
District
some
Not
who
sicians
Attorneys.
COMFORTABLE PORCH
are relaxed from yleej), or
played
very popular
cemmunicate with Box C, Huntington
In the report of the San Miguel rather than at a federal prison.
SWINGS and ROCKERS
Park, Los Angeles County, California. modern hits. The dance was largely
the
audit
with
an
men
fatigued from exercise,
abundance of
county
printed Saturday,
SOME OF THE BEST DRESSED attended,
Reaches State Line.
was quoted as saying that there
Service and Cuisine
MEN YOU'LL
YOUNG
THIS yearning to fill tneir programs.
SEE
there is nothing so ei'fVc-tiv- e
the Best in the City
.lames E. Harvey, engineer In
appeared to have been two district at--j
be wearing our $15 8 to 19 Trees The attention of the
Fall
will
which
Ample facilities forlaiye
in restoring the baltorneys in that county in the first charge of the surveying party
and $25 suits. the hub n. sal city authorities will be brought to the
and nintill banquets.
wilful destruction of trees in the city.
quarter of 1907, since two vouchers for for about three months has been en- MON.
ance
as a cup of good cofwest
$150 each were found made out one to gaged in laying out the proposed
Lost yesterday, a gold fiiligree A. E. P. Robinson stated today that
Stephen B. Davis as district attorney, ern extension of the Camino Real from cross with turquoise setting and out of nineteen trees he planted
fee.
and the other to Jo6e D. Alarcon, dis- Loh l.unas to a point on the New
chain. Reward for return to Modern around his house on Grant avenue, but
Defion
Fort
EUROPEAN PLAN. Meals a la Carte.
Davis
Mr.
border
the
trict
Good
are
left
intact.
coffee
telephoned
attorney.
Schill SPECIAL RATES
eight
Grocery,
the New Mexican this morning that ance road, reached the state line yes
Room With Bath, $2.00 Lp.
AND MISSES' BALKAN
LADIES'
BY THE WEEK
he was the district attorney, and Alar- terday, according to a telegram re- SWEATERS ON DISPLAY AT OUR
iug's Best. Fine, fresh
Room Without Bath. $1.00 Up.
RESIDENCE OF
con was the probate judge, and if the ceived today at the Btate engineering STORE.
N. SALMON.
and fragrant coffee
records show both warrants made out department. He returns to Gallup to
When Interested in a Perfect Fit-- i
TEXAS THIRD
will
met
J.
it
morrow
be
there
and
office
W,
district
of
for the
by
attorney,
Scliiling's Best.
ting Corset see Miss Helpling. Call
SENATOR ROBBED
was a clerical error. The original war- - Johnson,' bridge engineer of the engi- and have a trial fitting.
In aroma-tigh- t
cans,
Medical Society The
Santa
Fe
cleanly granulated; 40c a
A. B. Kail, senator from New MexiMedical Society will meet at 8 p. m.
lb moneyback.
Thursday at the library of St. Vin- co, lost $1600 in jewels from his El
cent's Sanitarium to discuss matters Paso, Texas, residence, according to
the Herald of El Paso, which' prints
of great interest.
PROFESSOR I. L. TELLO,
No home should be without a hot the following story of the occurrence:
water bottle. Its uses are many all
"Mistaking a burglar for his
NOTABLE
VIOLINIST Of REPUTATION
Sals Agant For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Some regulations concerning the etc., which are either taxable or ex- the year 'round. Zook has some law United States Senator A. B. Fall
the
to
enter
his
dandles.
The
Rexall
permitted
in
Store.
burglar
taxation
as
to
Sam
from
Uncle
tax
of
income
empt
provided
!
payment
Lost A lady's gold watch. Reward residence in the Golden Hill addition
UFaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package were published Saturday by the New paragraph G, subdivision A of the act,
'
2
at o'clock Saturday morning to walk
FIRST GRAND CONC ERT
Internal Revenue Collector the debtor is not required to withhold for return to New Mexican office.
Mexican.
IT'S ABOUT NOW THAT YOU ARE out of the home with $1600 worth of
Manuel Ii. Otero has received so many or deduct the tax upon income derivThe only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
will
be given this week.
diamonds, bequeries from residents of New Mexico ed from interest on Buch bonds, pro- THINKING OF A FALL HAT, SIR; jewelry, to principally
C.
Mrs.
COME
0.
TRY
AND
SEE
ON
AND
THE
longing
Fine
Senator
vided
Chase,
interest
or
orders
for
the
Prof
he
asks
newsparani. Watch for Announcements
coupons
and Arizonaj that
NEW SHAPES, $2.50 TO $6.50. THE Fall's daughter.
pers throughout the state and in Ari from such bonds' shall be accompanied
"Mrs. Chase's room adjoins that of
Phone Black
Phone B'ck zona to assist him in spreading the In by a certificate of the owners thereof HUB N. SALMON.
Sparks Electric company has moved Senator Fall, the door of Mrs..
formation sent out a few days ago by certifying to such ownership, which
45
certificates shall be filed with the to 208 West Palace avenue, across Chase's room was open and the. senathe treasury department.
from the new chamber of commerce tor was awakened by the noise of LUMBER, LATH, CEMENT,
In Saturday's issue the New Mexi- debtor when such coupons or interest rooms.
Phone number same as be- some one walking around, arose and
can discussed the following features: orders are presented for payment.
22H J.
looked into his daughter's room. The
fore,
of
a
Then
series
of
fourms
follows
WINDOWS, DOORS
at
source;
its
Tax to be deducted
Schools Attendance The burglar was then at the dresser en-- ,
Sunday
be
which
certificates
had
apby
may
when tax shall be withheld by debtor;
on
in
figures
Sunday school attendance gaged
securing the jewelry Be
AND MOULDING
when tax shall be withheld by first plying to the Internal revenue collec- are
as follows: Methodist Sunday lieving that the man was his
tor.
collecting agency, and payment of regNov. 9, 75; one year ago, 69.
Senator
school,
went
Fall
bed.
to
back
of
Certificates.
Disposition
istered interest by debtors.
"The burglar finished making his
The debtor or paying agents shall Presbyterian Sunday school, Nov. 9,
The regulations continue as fol
haul and walked out of the house with
SAWYER
deliver all certificates, with the list of 186; one year ago, 189.
lows :
If you suffer with cold feet, our the diamonds. A diamond bracelet,
names and addresses of those for
Designation of Fiscal Agencies.
water
hot
bottles
will
a
diamond
comfort
and
were
prove
rings
pins,
among
The "debtor" may appoint paying or whom the tax has been withheld, on cold
322 San Francisco St.
Phone 206 W
hights. Zook's Pharmacy, The the articles of jewelry taken. A pistol
fiscal agents to act for it in matter) showing amounts, as required by law, Rexall Store.
was
also
in
included
the loss.
to the collector of internal revenue for
tax
to
M.
SANTA
this
collection
of
the
N.
FE,
pertaining
No News From Shiprock The U. S.
"The entrace to Senator Fall's resl- upon filing with the collector of in- their district on or before the 20th
ternal revenue for its district a proper day of the month succeeding that in
notice of the appointment of . such which said certificates were received
by them.
agent or agents.
The tax shall not be withheld on
Slaiming Exemption.
if the owners of the bonds are in- coupons or registered interest maturing and payable before March 1, 1913,
dividuals who are citizens or
of the United States, the afore- although presented for payment at a
said certificates shall accompany the later date.
Collection From Foreign Countries,
coupons, or, with respect to the interAll persons, firms or corporations
est on registered bonds, shall be filed
with payer of said interest, and such undertaking for accommodation or
certificates shall describe the bonds profit (this includes handling either
and show the amount of coupons at- by way of purchase or collection) the
tached or the amount of Interest due collection of coupons, checks, bills of
Are you the chap who kicks away the dog that sticks a cold muzzle Into
such owners or registered bonds and exchange, etc., for or in payment of
hit hand? Do you like the fragrance of November woods with whiffs of
the full name and address of the own- interest upon bonds issued in foreign
distant brush fires? Does a strident "honk honk" from up in the clouds
ers, and shall also state whether they countries and upon foreign motgages
snap you up tense and rigid like an electrict shock? In other words, are
claim or do not then claim exemption or like obligations, and for any divi
If so, come down to Beacham &
you a thoroughbred sportsman?
from taxation at the source provided dends upon stocks or interest upon
and get your hunting outfit. Their guns carry merit with every
- Mn
for
by paragraph C of Section II of Hie obligations of foreign corporations, asLeader
are
Winchester
shells
sure
ana
their
fire evry time
discharge,
For $5.00 we will rant you, guaranteed by us in
income-talaw ($3000, and un- sociations, or Insurance companies enfederal
will
save
needless
advice
their
expense and wcrry.
you
in
In
business
to
the
as
countries,
good
certain
conditions
der
condition, an understroke model 6, 7 or 8
foreign
gaged
$4000)
"Hurry! The call of the timber, and swamp is calling."
to
are
a
obtain
license
law
income
such
require
by
Remington
Typewriter or understroke Smith Preby
coupons
represented
Headquarters for Winchester Leader Shells and Ammunition.
from the commissioner
of internal
mier for THREE MONTHS.
or interest.
Then you can buy a machine if you like, and we
The certificates shall also show the revenue and may be required to give
will credit this $5,000 on the purchase.
amount, if any, of exemption claimed bond in such amount and under such
conditions as the commissioner of in
and the date of signature.
SOLD ON THE
Whenever interest coupons, accom- ternal revenue may prescribe.
By Whom Tax Is Withheld.
panied by a certificate of an individual
The licensed person, firm or corpor
who is a citizen or resident of the
United States, as aforesaid, are pre ation first receiving any such foreign
sented to a debtor or Us fiscal agent items for collection or otherwise shall
the normal tax of
for payment, or whenever Interest is withhold therefrom
nl fgnt r. .1 til I.A t,nl ..nn.
payable to such individual on a bond
REMINCTON
MONARCH
SMITH PREMIER
registered as to both principal and in- sible therefor. He (the licensee)
terest, the debtor or its fiscal agents shall thereupon indorse or stamp
shall deduct and withhold the amount thereon the words "income tax with
of the normal tax, except to the ex- held by" (giving his or their name,
tent that exemption is claimed in the address and date), which shall be suf
certificate of ownership in the form ficient evidence to relieve subsequent
holders or purchasers from the duty of
VV. A. WILLIAMS,
herein prescribed.
PROPRIETOR.
ail withholding the income tax.
OUR PARAGON TYPEWRITER RIBBONS AND RED 8EAL CARWhere the interest to be paid is
If the size or nature of such cow
BON PAPERS are recognized as the leading ribbon and carbon lines
registered, the same form of certifi- pons,
it
makes
checks,
etc.,
impracticcate shall be used where exemptions
on the market.
are claimed, except that it shall be able to make said indorsement as
Hack and
Lines.
Stable Rethe
They are the leading lines not only In quality, but In completeness.
filed with the debtor at least five (5) above, a statement identifying
item on which tax is withheld and
Best Rigs you can get.
And
this completeness makes It certain that we have got the exact
before
the
(
due
date
of
such
days
bearing said indorsement may be atribbon and carbon paper for YOU.
SADDLE POMES.
PROMPT SIR VICE,
TWO AND FOUR DORSE OUTFITS.
tached thereto with the same effect
These certificates must be signed as if the indorsement was made diPhone 139. 310 San Francisco St.
by the claimants with their full name, rectly thereon.
and contain their postofflce and street
Collections on Foreign Items.
address, also the date when signed.
Such licensee shall
obtain the
Duly authorized agents, trustees act- names and addresses of the persons
trust
a
in
etc.,
ing
may sign from whom such items are received,
capacity,
such certificates for the persons for and shall
DISTRIBUTOR OF
prepare a list of same and
whom they act.
file it with the collector of internal
i
revenue for his district not later than
Coupons Not Taxed at Source.
If the owners of the bonds are cor-- ! the 20th of the month next succeeding
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
porations,
companies, asso- the receipt of such items. The list
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pare Distilled
ciations or insurance companies
shall be dated, and shall contain the
Phone Main 674.
South Fourth St.
Albuquerque, N. M.
water.
names and addresses of the taxable
ganized In the United States, no
Agent for Manitoa Spring Mineral Water.
how
orter
created
or
or
tax
amount
of
deductorganized,
persons and the
TfcVEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New Men.
ganizations, associations, fraternities, ed, and from what source collected.
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